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2Abstract
Vehicular Networks are a peculiar class of wireless mobile networks in which vehicles
are equipped with radio interfaces and are, therefore, able to communicate with xed
infrastructure (if available) or other vehicles.
Content dissemination has a potential number of applications in vehicular net-
working, including advertising, trac warnings, parking notications and emergency
announcements. This thesis addresses two possible dissemination strategies: i) Push-
based that is aiming to proactively deliver information to a group of vehicles based on
their interests and the level of matching content, and ii) Pull-based that is allowing
vehicles to explicitly request custom information.
Our dissemination framework is taking into consideration very specic information
only available in vehicular networks: the geographical data produced by the navigation
system. With its aid, a vehicle's mobility patterns become predictable. This information
is exploited to eciently deliver the content where it is needed. Furthermore, we use
the navigation system to automatically lter information which might be relevant to
the vehicles.
Our framework has been designed and implemented in .NET C# and Microsoft
MapPoint. It was tested using a small number of vehicles in the area of Cambridge,
UK. Moreover, to prove the correctness of our protocols, we further evaluated it in a
large-scale network simulation over a number of realistic vehicular trace-based scenarios.
Finally, we built a test-case application aiming to prove that vehicles can gain
from such a framework. In this application every vehicle collects and disseminates road
trac information. Vehicles that receive this information can individually evaluate the
trac conditions and take an alternative route, if needed. To evaluate this approach,
we collaborated with UCLA's Network Research Lab (NRL), to build a simulator that
combines network and dynamic mobility emulation simultaneously. When our dissemi-
nation framework is used, the drivers can considerably reduce their trip-times.
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Introduction
During the last years there has been an increasing research interest in wireless networks
due to the large variety of possible applications and the challenges of this communication
paradigm. Wireless networks can be classied into two major categories: infrastructure-
based wireless networks and ad-hoc wireless networks.
Infrastructure-based wireless networks usually consist of some xed nodes connected
to a wired backbone. These nodes are often called infostations, basestations or access
points. They provide communication between the wireless nodes and they may act as
gateways to other (possibly xed) networks. Typical examples of this kind of commu-
nication are GSM networks, WiMax and wireless networks inside buildings.
On the other hand, wireless ad-hoc networks are characterised by the lack of such
infrastructure. These networks are composed of nodes which communicate directly with
each other by means of a (usually) short-range wireless medium (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth,
ZigBee, etc.). These connections form an arbitrary network topology. In order to com-
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municate with distant nodes, a multi-hop (store-and-forward) communication paradigm
is used, meaning that a message can be delivered through a number of intermediate for-
warding nodes (hops). In essence, every node acts as a host and as a router at the same
time.
Hybrid networks constitute another category, which combines elements from both
infrastructure-based and ad-hoc mobile networks. In hybrid networks xed infrastruc-
ture is used, where it is available, and ad-hoc communication, where it is not. Apart
from communication in areas where there is no infrastructure, ad-hoc connectivity is
often used to exchange local information (e.g., le sharing between people in the same
room) as this is faster and shows lower latency than long-range infrastructured commu-
nication.
Thanks to the advantage of electronics, wireless devices can now be small enough to
be carried by humans or vehicles. In fact, an increasing number of pervasive devices are
now part of everyday life: mobile phones, PDAs, laptops, navigation systems, etc. In
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) nodes are free to move from one location to another
using any kind of mobility pattern at any speed (e.g., walking, driving and ying).
In xed networks link failures are usually exceptional, whereas in MANETs they
are very common. These disconnections are, in most cases, unpredictable and lead
to intermittently connected mobile ad-hoc networks. In fact, in most mobile networks
the fundamental assumption of an existing path between the communication parties is
not valid and, hence, any synchronous communication paradigm is likely to show poor
performance.
Therefore, the new research area of Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) has emerged
where an asynchronous communication model is employed. These networks are also
referred to as Opportunistic Networks (ON). DTN protocols [Fall 03, Jain 04] provide
communication in such performance-challenged environments, where continuous end-to-
end connectivity cannot be assumed, by employing a store-and-forward message switch-
ing: fragments of a message (or the whole message) are forwarded from host to host
and stored until the message reaches the destination. Data exchange occurs during
opportunistic contacts of the hosts. The mobility patterns of the hosts and the selection
of the next message carrier determine whether the messages will eventually be delivered
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to their nal destination.
To disseminate information to multiple hosts in the network, a basic approach such
as epidemic dissemination [Vahdat 00] or gossip-based methods [Haas 06] can be used.
In this range of protocols each host keeps a message buer and when, as a result of
movement, it comes into contact with other hosts it forwards copies of messages that
they do not possess, making them new carriers. Eventually, the message will be delivered
to all hosts in the network, provided that the mobility patterns allow this. Epidemic
routing is a simple but eective approach, since it does not rely on information about
which hosts require a message, it is just spreading the information everywhere in the
network. This maximises the delivery ratio and the speed at which the information is
spread, however, it also causes a considerable communication overhead. Many attempts
to optimise epidemic dissemination have been made. For example, in [Xiangchuan 01]
the authors employ a utility function to limit the spreading of epidemic messages and
to ensure faster delivery using fewer resources.
Furthermore, the research community has devised a large variety of delay tolerant
routing protocols [Shah 03, Zhao 04, Pentland 04, Lindgren 03, Musolesi 05]. These
protocols exploit dierent mechanisms to route a message to the destination, such as
statistics of previous encounters, social characteristics, or even precise mobility schedules
to nd the best carriers to forward messages. Finally, there have been several attempts
to constrain the dissemination inside specic geographical areas with the aid of GPS
receivers or other location services. This kind of communication is usually referred to
as GeoCast [Mohapatra 04, Mauve 01] and it will be also mentioned later on in this
thesis.
1.1 Vehicular Networks
Vehicular Networks are mobile networks in which vehicles are equipped with radio
interfaces and are, therefore, able to communicate with xed infrastructure (if existing)
or other vehicles in an opportunistic way (Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication).
These type of networks may have a large variety of interesting applications: First of
all, for road safety, in order to provide warnings when a vehicle is approaching a red-light,
to warn when a leading vehicle suddenly brakes, to co-ordinate lane merging in highways
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or even to form platoons of vehicles. Secondly, applications that disseminate various
information like free parking spots, trac warnings/conditions, or information about
fuel prices, local landmarks and bus times. Additionally, vehicles can be regarded as
distributed sensors that collect any type of observations and report them to local bases-
tations (e.g., average speeds, potholes, temperature, pollution). Finally, entertainment
applications can also be implemented, for instance le sharing, advertisements, voice
communication with nearby vehicles or even distributed gaming.
While cellular networks can be used to oer these services, this solution can also
create a number of issues. First of all, the service providers in each country impose
dierent rules and restrictions as to what kind of data can be exchanged through their
network or even what type of applications can access it, making it impossible for ve-
hicular applications to be deployed globally (e.g., at least a per country agreement
will be required). Additionally, the cost of cellular data communication is restrictively
high, as it can reach a few pence per KB. Even expensive \unlimited" plans are usu-
ally capped to a few hundred megabytes per month, making large-scale communication
between vehicles unfeasible. Furthermore, although 3G connections can support up to
128 Kbits/sec inside a moving vehicle, the bandwidth is shared between all users inside
the cell. Even today, when 3G is not widely used, the network is swamped by trac,
resulting in very low throughput in densely populated areas [Luna 09].
Broadcast based solutions (e.g., FM RDS/TMC communication) are also very
limited. First of all, the major drawback is that they do not support bi-directional
communication. FM-based transmissions provide very low bit-rates and this is why
they are mainly used to broadcast important information updated every 10-15 minutes.
Furthermore, they provide limited coverage and require an area licence and expensive
infrastructure deployment.
On the other hand, the use of WiFi does not require any kind of licence or any
infrastructure deployment (although road-side infostations and WiFi hotspots can be
used to maximise coverage and provide communication to/from the Internet). But, most
importantly, local wireless communication between vehicles is becoming a reality: there
is increasing interest and support for vehicular networks [Herrtwich 05, Resendes 08],
led mainly by the interest to maximise road safety (i.e., to avoid vehicle collisions).
First of all, the 802.11 Working Group of the IEEE is developing 802.11p or Dedicated
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Short Range Communications (DSRC) standard [IEEE 09]. This new standard denes
enhancements to 802.11a required to support Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
applications that support data exchange between high-speed vehicles (up to 120km/h
in each direction) and between the vehicles and the roadside infrastructure. The new
protocol supports high data rates (up to 27Mbps) in a relatively short range (1km).
Furthermore, governments around the world actively support vehicle-to-vehicle connec-
tivity by licensing a large (and expensive) part of the wireless spectrum for this use
(5.9 GHz in USA and 5.8GHz in Europe and Japan). Additionally, major car com-
panies like Toyota and Nissan have already developed wireless collision warning sys-
tems [Robinson 06, Nissan Mot. 09] based on DSRC. These systems alert drivers to the
presence of vehicles moving too fast towards an intersection or red-light, school zones,
etc. Toyota's system also generates warnings when leading vehicles in range brake sud-
denly (by transmitting the position, speed, direction and the break status of the leading
vehicle). It is worth mentioning that Nissan plans to test its system using 20,000 vehicles
in Kanagawa (a prefecture south of Tokyo) [Nissan Mot. 09]. Finally, even modern nav-
igation systems [TomTom 09, Dash 09] include wireless interfaces (mainly to download
updates when the device is taken to the owner's house). All these are indications that
in the near future short-range wireless connectivity between vehicles will be available
making the deployment of V2V applications even more feasible.
Apart from these one-hop examples, vehicles can form larger networks where info-
stations and vehicles can co-operate to route and disseminate information: Infostations
are xed access points that are potentially connected to the Internet. They may act
as dissemination points, from where information coming from the backbone network
ows towards the vehicles and vice versa. Vehicles can inter-network with each other,
disseminating messages even further, practically extending the range of the infostations.
Vehicular networks may be considered as intermittently connected (delay-tolerant)
networks with some unique characteristics:
 Unique mobility patterns: These networks are highly mobile resulting in a con-
stantly changing network topology. Approaches that try to maintain loca-
tion/route information (e.g., [Perkins 94, Jacquet 01]) cannot be applied, since
this will induce signicant overhead. However, the mobility patterns are more
predictable than in other mobile networks, as vehicles are travelling on roads
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(where the topology is already known) and because drivers follow specic mobil-
ity trends (for example, buses have predened routes, vehicles tend to drive on
major roads to reach remote areas, drivers usually select some routes with higher
probabilities).
 Communicating parties are not always aware of each other: Information in ve-
hicular networks may not be targeting specic vehicles (i.e., IP routing may not
be applicable), but it is rather aiming to deliver information to large groups of
vehicles or even just to some specic areas. Examples of this kind of information
are trac information, fuel prices and parking spots availability.
 Information relevance: Similarly, information should not be disseminated every-
where or to all vehicles. It is relevant only to some areas/vehicles based on the
road-topology and the nature of the information. For example, information about
an accident on a highway is not required by vehicles travelling in the opposite lane
or vehicles that are beyond the accident location. The content of the information
in conjunction with the mobility patterns of the vehicles and the road topology
can play a vital role in determining whether the information is required or not.
In the same way, vehicles usually request to download information about their
current location, route or destination.
 Large network: Vehicular networks may consist of thousands or millions of vehi-
cles. Any kind of approach should be scalable so as to support this volume of
communication.
 Hardware constraints: In traditional mobile ad-hoc networks hardware constraints
like power, storage and CPU are taken into account. In vehicular networks no
such constraints exist, as vehicles are large enough to accommodate appropriate
hardware like computers, antennas, and sensors, and these components can be
powered by the vehicle's generators and batteries.
 Varying density and penetration: The network is so dynamic that considering
just one scenario is not an option. Vehicle density can vary greatly in dierent
locations (e.g., city, rural, highway scenarios) or even in the same location but
at a dierent day/time-of-the-day (e.g., Sunday night vs. Monday rush hour).
This calls for exible protocols that can handle both high density and partitioned
networks.
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(a) TomTom's GUI. You can see the suggested
route and the estimated time of arrival (ETA).
(b) When the vehicle's navigation route is
known (highlighted line), we can evaluate
whether the information about a location is
relevant.
Figure 1.1: Navigation System
 Availability of information: In vehicular networks we can assume that vehicles
may have access to location services (such as GPS), may know their speed and
direction, be aware of the road topology (e.g., have a map database) or even access
navigation information.
All these points should be considered by any routing and dissemination protocol
that is targeting vehicular applications.
1.2 Navigation System
Nowadays, more and more vehicles are equipped with satellite navigation systems (NS)
that are typically composed of i) a GPS receiver to identify the vehicle's location, ii)
maps to navigate the driver to a specic address, point of interest or location, iii) the
appropriate hardware/software to aid the driver to navigate to her destination.
These systems provide turn-to-turn navigation assistance to the driver until the
vehicle reaches the destination. The driver may select her destination and preferences,
and the navigation system calculates a suggested route from the current position of the
vehicle to the nal destination. An example is given in Figure 1.1(a).
To calculate the suggested route, the map of the navigation system contains statis-
tical and historical information about speed limits, average speed, etc, and it employs a
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shortest-path algorithm on the road network (e.g., Dijkstra [Sedgewick 84] on weighted
graphs). Furthermore, NS provides information on the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA)
or the Estimated Time Required (ETR) for the vehicle until it reaches its destination.
The latest NS devices support all kinds of features to make the navigation even
more eective. First of all, recent devices include WiFi and allow the update of the
map database and the uploading of trac statistics, when they are in the range of the
driver's WiFi network. Furthermore, some of the devices allow coarse-grained trac
updates, usually delivered by FM RDS or TMC radios, in order to help drivers to avoid
trac jams in major highway segments. Finally, some of the devices try to make the
navigation assistance easier by providing a 3D representation of the road networks. It is
obvious that these systems are becoming more and more sophisticated and, at the same
time, aordable and, thus, they will play a key role in the design of future vehicular
applications.
Apart from navigation assistance to the driver, the navigation system provides
valuable information such as the suggested route. This information makes the mobility
patterns of the vehicles more predictable and may be used to eciently select the most
appropriate vehicles to forward and spread messages into specic geographical locations.
Secondly, the suggested routes, in conjunction with the map database (i.e., the
road topology and the available points of interest), can help us evaluate whether the
disseminated information is relevant to a vehicle or not. For example, in Figure 1.1(b),
as the vehicle's route is known (highlighted line), we can assume that the vehicle is more
likely to be interested in receiving information about location A rather than information
about location B. We will later examine how this information may be exploited to
automatically push and pull content.
1.3 Research Problem and Thesis Contribution
This thesis focuses on the problem of building the appropriate architecture and proto-
cols to disseminate information in hybrid vehicular networks. We aim to design robust
dissemination mechanisms (i.e., improve delivery ratio) without causing much commu-
nication overhead. In our approach communication delay is considered as a secondary
priority as this framework is designed to address delay-tolerant applications.
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(a) Push-based Dissemination: Popular infor-
mation is disseminated to all interested vehi-
cles inside the greyed area.
(b) Pull-based Dissemination: Vehicles re-
quest custom information from a nearby in-
fostation. The reply is then routed back.
Figure 1.2: Push v.s. Pull
First of all, we argue that it is possible to disseminate large volumes of information
by using vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infostation communication with the aid of a
key tool: the navigation system. Secondly, we assert that two kinds of communication
paradigms are required:
 Push-based dissemination: This allows applications to Publish information to
multiple vehicles at the same time (i.e., information that concerns many vehicles
like trac information, parking spots, etc.). An example is given in Figure 1.2(a)
where an infostation is pushing information about road works. The dissemination
should be constrained within areas where there are vehicles interested in receiving
this information. We believe that a content-based routing approach can be used
that in order to deliver the information only to the aected vehicles. Finally, we
will examine whether we can use the navigation system to make sure that the
dissemination will be time-stable (will not fade away).
 Pull-based dissemination: This allows vehicles to pull custom information from
nearby infostations. The V2V connectivity may be used to expand the range of
any available infrastructure and maximise the available bandwidth. An example
is given in Figure 1.2(b) where a vehicle sends out a request to the nearest known
infostation and later receives a reply containing the requested data. Furthermore,
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vehicles can just subscribe to receive relevant information and later, when there
are matching publications, receive the required information. This kind of model
is appropriate for user-specic (unpopular) data like landmark pictures, map up-
dates, music downloads, etc.
Therefore, in this thesis we will show that both these models are required, in order
to provide support for a wide range of information dissemination applications.
Furthermore, we will study whether this dissemination framework can actually
help drivers to make informed decisions, by building a test-case where vehicles collect
and disseminate road-trac information in order to minimise their trip-times (i.e., by
avoiding congested areas).
The contribution of this thesis is the following:
1. Examine how network protocols can use the navigation system i) to exploit the
known vehicles' mobility patterns and ii) to evaluate whether a vehicle is aected
by the information's content.
2. Build a novel geographical routing protocol that will be the stepping-stone to our
dissemination techniques.
3. Devise a push-based dissemination protocol to disseminate and maintain popular
data inside certain areas. We will also examine how we can use the content-based
routing model to spread the information to areas where there are vehicles that
need it.
4. Design a pull-based dissemination protocol that allows vehicles to request custom
information from nearby infostations and delivers the information back eciently,
despite the fact that the vehicles are constantly moving.
5. Develop a framework architecture that incorporates all these protocols.
6. Evaluate the performance and feasibility of our approach through implementation
of a working prototype and testing, using a small number of vehicles. Furthermore,
a large-scale simulation-based evaluation to prove the validity of our protocols.
7. Investigate whether drivers can benet from such a dissemination. In our test case
we let vehicles collect and disseminate trac information. We will then examine
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whether such a distributed dissemination system can help the drivers to make
smart re-routing decisions, in order to minimise their trip times.
In this thesis we did not look into security and privacy concerns. In vehicular
networks the disseminated information is important, as it can aect driving decisions.
Furthermore, if vehicle-to-vehicle communication is used to help vehicles forming pla-
toons and performing co-operative braking (e.g., [Nissan Mot. 09]), then the dissemi-
nated information can actually raise safety issues (e.g., cause accidents). Furthermore,
drivers can raise privacy concerns and may be unwilling to share information about
their routes, position, etc. Security, trust and privacy mechanisms could be built over
our framework to make sure that such a framework can be widely used.
These problems are addressed by various projects that are orthogonal to our
approach. For example, in [Sampiget. 05, Gerlach 06, Gerlach 07b] the problem of
improving privacy in location-aware applications is examined. Various measure can
be taken to improve user's privacy: for example, vehicle can have randomly cho-
sen IDs that frequently change. Furthermore, their nal destination can be hid-
den or it can be slightly inaccurate. Numerous trust mechanisms were also de-
vised [Serna 08, Gerlach 07a, Wang 07b] to improve cooperation and quality of the
disseminated information, by building a secure recommendation system where vehi-
cles are ranked, based on how accurate their information was in the past. Finally,
security mechanisms [Papadim. 08, Haas 09] can also be enforced to ensure safety and
privacy. For example, authentication mechanisms may help to identify malicious users
that spread misleading information. Encryption protocols may also be used to hide
private information from the drivers, etc.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organised as follows.
 Chapter 2: In this chapter we describe a geographical routing protocol that is a key
element of the protocols presented in the rest of this thesis as it allows us to i) push
information to specic geographical regions, ii) make sure that the dissemination
is persistent throughout the dissemination time, iii) pull information from nearby
infostations and iv) route information to the backbone.
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 Chapter 3: In this chapter we outline our push-based dissemination architecture
and algorithms. This allows us to disseminate information that concerns many
vehicles (spread out common information). Our approach i) aims to achieve per-
sistency (disseminate the information for a long period of time) ii) focus on the
dissemination only to aected vehicles/drivers.
 Chapter 4: In pull-based dissemination the vehicle can request customised in-
formation from the nearest known infostation or for a specic location. This
communication enables the vehicles to pull personalised information by exploiting
nearby infostations without having to be in direct contact with them.
 Chapter 5: In this chapter we describe our prototype implementation using Mi-
crosoft .NET and Microsoft MapPoint (as the navigation system). We also illus-
trate our small-scale experiments using a few real vehicles.
 Chapter 6: To prove the validity of our protocols, a large number of vehicles
is needed. In this chapter we present our simulation implementation using the
Omnet++ event based network simulator. To make the simulation as realistic
as possible, we used mobility traces that are based on real maps for dierent
scenarios.
 Chapter 7: In this chapter we use a simple case study to evaluate whether such
a dissemination system may actually help the drivers. Our goal is to evaluate
whether such a dissemination can help (or not) drivers to improve their trip times.
 Chapter 8: Finally, this chapter concludes this thesis and provides some further
discussion.
You can nd additional information in some of our papers. First of all,
details about our geographic routing protocol can be found in [Leontiadis 07b].
Our push-based approach is further analysed in [Leontiadis 07c, Leontiadis 09b]
whereas in [Leontiadis 10a, Leontiadis 10b] we present our pull-based mechanisms.
In [Leontiadis 09a] we demonstrate our real implementation and our eld test-
ing whereas in [Leontiadis 07a] we present our framework architecture. Finally,
in [Leontiadis 09c] you can nd details about our case study concerning the impact of
an ad-hoc dissemination on the drivers' trip times.
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Geographic Opportunistic Routing
In this chapter we present GeOpps a Geographic Opportunistic routing protocol for
vehicular networks. This is a key component of our framework for the following reasons:
 First of all, in vehicular networks information is often relevant to specic geo-
graphic regions (e.g., the area of an accident). Additionally, vehicles may route
information to the location of known gateways so as to reach other networks (e.g.,
route information to the nearest known infostation). A routing protocol will allow
this kind of multi-hop communication between locations.
 Furthermore, a geographic routing protocol is required to push out information
to specic areas. This may happen in two steps: i) route the information inside
the intended area and ii) disseminate it around (More details in Chapter 3).
 Moreover, as we will see in Chapter 3, GeOpps will ensure that the dissemination
will be kept alive for a period of time (i.e., while it is relevant) in cases where no
infrastructure is available.
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 Finally, vehicles may pull information from the nearest infostation using geo-
graphic routing. We will later examine (in Chapter 4) how we can use concepts
inspired by GeOpps to perform these tasks.
2.1 Motivation
Vehicles can be considered as mobile sensors that gather all kinds of information (e.g.,
trac condition, potholes, images, pollution). This is quite a realistic assumption and
other systems build on it (e.g., CarTel [Bychkovsky 06]). Afterwards, vehicles can
dispatch this information to a central location for processing through the nearest known
infostation. And since constant connectivity between vehicles and infostations cannot
be assumed (especially in remote areas), other vehicles need to act as data mules,
carrying information from the vehicle to the infostation and vice versa. A geographic
routing protocol that is designed especially for vehicular networks is, therefore, required
to perform this task.
Similarly, a central decision point (e.g., a highway agency) can generate trac
warnings concerning specic road segments and suggest alternative routes to vehicles
that are approaching them. To warn the drivers, the trac management centre has to
dispatch this information to the vehicles in these areas. Initially, warnings are sent to
the nearest infostation and, from here, they need to be routed to the aected road seg-
ments using the vehicular network. Upon reaching the area, local message dissemination
techniques (like constrained ooding or localised epidemic) can be employed to spread
the information to nearby vehicles. Consequently, a vehicular routing protocol can be
utilised to route the information from and back to the vehicles from an infostation.
However, designing a routing protocol for vehicular networks is not a trivial task.
There are many issues that prohibit the re-use of traditional methods. For example,
due to the high mobility, the network topology is constantly changing. This means
that static routes cannot be maintained due to the high message overhead required
to frequently update them and because the discovered paths rapidly become obso-
lete. Therefore, proactive routing protocols like DSDV [Perkins 94], OLSR [Jacquet 01],
STAR [Garcia-Aceves 99], WRP [Murthy 95] and TBRPF [Ogier 04] are unpractical.
Reactive protocols are more suitable, as in most cases they do not require any kind
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of routing table maintenance: these protocols calculate a route only when a message
needs to be routed and are, thus, more suitable for highly mobile scenarios.
Furthermore, since vehicular networks are often intermittently connected, routing
protocols should be robust to face link failures and no end-to-end connectivity. A delay-
tolerant approach is far more suitable.
Finally, as we described in our scenario above, in vehicular networks information is
often relevant to geographic areas rather than to specic hosts. Therefore, a geographic
routing protocol seems more appropriate for such kinds of communication.
To address all these properties we designed a novel geographic, delay-tolerant rout-
ing algorithm that exploits the availability of information from the navigation system
in order to opportunistically route data to a geographic location. We take advantage of
the vehicles' NS suggested routes to select vehicles that are likely to deliver the infor-
mation closer to its nal destination. This protocol will become a key element of the
dissemination mechanisms that we will present in the following chapters.
2.2 GeOpps
As we briey described before, when the driver selects her destination, the navigation
system calculates a suggested route, starting from the vehicle's current position. Apart
from supplying the route (as a list of road segments), the navigation system provides
information about the Estimated Time Required (ETR) for the vehicle to reach each
intermediate intersection: for each intersection a tuple <intersection id, location, ETR>
is calculated.
This information is extremely important because it can be used to predict the
vehicles' mobility patterns. As we will examine in detail later, knowing a vehicle's
mobility schedule can be used to evaluate whether it is a strong candidate to deliver a
message to a geographic location.
Our approach largely relies on forecast routes available in the navigation systems.
This implicitly assumes that users are co-operative and willing to insert their destina-
tion. One might argue, however, that this assumption is only partly veried in practice
as users tend to avoid using navigation systems for known routes (e.g., when going to
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Figure 2.1: Calculating the Nearest Point (NP) to message's Destination (D).
their work places). Nevertheless, we expect the drivers will have an incentive to in-
sert their destination in the navigation system as this will automatically allow them
to use the extra services provided by the ad-hoc `communication which are of utmost
importance even for daily routes (e.g., as we will see in Chapter 3 the drivers will auto-
matically start receiving news about their route, critical information concerning trac
congestion, warnings about accidents, etc.). Furthermore, systems such as Predesti-
nation [Krumm 07], that can automatically detect the drivers' destination based on
general driving trends and historical data for each driver, can be used to supplement or
substitute the navigation system information. Finally, vehicles that do not have navi-
gation information can still use GPS information as a fail-safe mechanism (more details
about this in section 2.2.4).
Lets assume that we have a message m for a certain geographic location D (e.g.,
D can be the geographic location of a known infostation). GeOpps aims to deliver the
message from the current location to D by selecting vehicles that are likely to carry
the message as close as possible to D. An example is shown in Figure 2.1. Briey, our
routing protocol selects the next message carrier with the following mechanism:
 Vehicles periodically broadcast a 1-hop advertisement that contains their sug-
gested navigation routes. This information is taken directly from their satellite
navigation system. For example, when a vehicle a advertises its route, it informs
the 1-hop neighbours about its current position and about the fact that it is cur-
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rently intending to drive towards a specic geographic destination using a route R.
If no such information is available they just advertise their current GPS position.
 When a's advertisement is received by a neighbour b, then it uses the advertised
information to evaluate if a will be a good carrier for the message m: more
specically, it examines how close (in terms of driving time) a will be driving to
m's destination D. To formalise this evaluation we dene a utility function that
expresses the minimum estimated time that m would need to be delivered if a
becomes the next carrier. The value of this utility depends on a's route R, the
destination of the message D and the road topology (the map) (More details in
Section 2.2.2).
 Finally, b compares a's utility with its own: the vehicle that has the best utility
is given the message. In our case smaller values are considered better (as this
means that the host can deliver the message sooner to its nal destination).
We will now provide more details about the two steps involved in calculating
whether a vehicle is appropriate to deliver a message to D: i) the calculation of the
nearest point and ii) the calculation of the utility value.
2.2.1 Calculation of the Nearest Point
Let us assume that a vehicle has calculated a suggested route R to its destination. When
this vehicle is given a data packet for a location D, it can calculate the nearest point1
NP on its route, compared to D. In other words, it calculates the point on its driving
path that will be the nearest to the destination of the packet. Figure 2.1 illustrates
an example: The dotted line is the minimum driving distance between the route of the
vehicle and D.
To calculate this point, for each intersection I on the vehicle's suggested route
R the navigation calculates the driving time between I and D. The intersection that
minimises this time is selected. In Figure 2.3 (Part B) you can nd the pseudo-code for
this operation whereas in Figure 2.2 you can nd the denitions required.
To nd the nearest point NP, the actual driving-distance (dashed line in our
example) or the Euclidian (straight-line) distance from NP to D may be used (Fig-
1in terms of driving time
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Variables
 self: node's own id.
 M: the message buer. It contains the messages to be routed to D.
 ( x;  y): neighbour's current position.
 R: node's route, expressed as a ordered list h(I1;t1);(I2;t2);:::;(Ir;tr)i of intersection points Ii
and (expected) arrival time ti.
 DTI: driving time required between Intersection I and the message's. destination D. This
calculation is performed on the map by the navigation system.
 DI: Euclidean distance between Intersection I and the message's destination D.
 : weight putting more emphasis on distance.
Messages
 CONTROL< ID;R;x;y >: the route advertisement of a node n. It contains:
ID: n's ID.
R: the expected route of n (taken by the navigation system).
x;y: n's current position.
 DATA< ID;Type;TTL;D;Content >: this is a data packet stored in M. When a better carrier
is found it is forwarded n. It contains:
ID: a unique ID for this message.
Type: the type of the message. In this section Type = Route(route to location).
TTL: the time to live. When this expires the message is discarded.
D: the nal geographic destination of the message.
Content: the payload of the message (the data).
Functions
 send(msg) ! n: send a unicast message to a neighbour n. This is used to send a DATA message.
 broadcast (msg): broadcast message to all 1-hop neighbours. This is used to send a CONTROL
message (an advertisement to all our neighbours).
 computeNP(R;x;y): nd the point (NP) on route R which is closest to the location (x;y)
 computeETR(A(xa;ya);B(xb;yb)): compute the Estimated Time Required (ETR) to oppor-
tunistically move a message from location A(xa;ya) to location B(xb;yb). To estimate this value
we use Dijkstra on the map. We consider the map as a weighted graph (weight = time required
between intersections, usually based on speed limits) and we run Dijkstra's algorithm to nd the
shortest path and the estimated time required.
Figure 2.2: Pseudo-code denitions for the GeOpps algorithm.
ure 2.4, Part D). The rst technique is more CPU intensive because it requires running
a weighted shortest path algorithm (already implemented in the NS) from every in-
tersection along the suggested route of the vehicle. The second method is less precise
(because it assumes that smaller straight-line distances result in shorter driving times,
which is usually the case), but it is much faster.
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Part A. 1-hop Route Advertisement: Invoked periodically or when the vehicle's route changes
NeighbourAdvertise()
1: x;y   GPS.GetCurrentPosition
2: R   NavSys.GetRoute
3: CONTROL  < self;R;x;y >
4: broadcast (CONTROL)
Part B. Calculate Nearest Point: Invoked by ReceiveAdvertisement()
computeNP(R;<  x;  y >;D)
1: NP  <  x;  y >
2: MinTime   computeETR(NP;D)
3: for all I 2 R do
4: DTI = computeETR(I;D)
5: if DTI < MinTime then
6: MinTime   DTI
7: NP   I
8: return NP
Part C. Receive 1-hop CONTROL: Invoked when a route advertisement is received by a neigh-
bour
Receive CONTROL < n;  R;  x;  y >
1: x;y   GPS.GetCurrentPosition
2: R   NavSys.GetRoute
3: for all Messages m 2 M where TY PE = Route do
4: D   m:D
5: NPself   computeNP(R;< x;y >;D)
6: Uself     computeETR(< x;y >;NPself) + computeETR(NPself;D)
7: NPn   computeNP(  R;<  x;  y >;D)
8: Un     computeETR(<  x;  y >;NPn) + computeETR(NPn;D)
9: if Un < Uself then
10: send(m) ! n
11: remove m from M
Figure 2.3: Pseudo-code of the GeOpps algorithm.
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Part D. Faster method to calculate Nearest Point: Invoked by ReceiveAdvertisement()
computeNP Simple(R;<  x;  y >;D)
1: NP  <  x;  y >
2: MinDistance   EuclideanDistance(NP;D)
3: for all I 2 R do
4: DI = EuclideanDistance(I;D)
5: if DI < MinDistance then
6: MinDistance   DI
7: NP   I
8: return NP
Part E. Faster method to handle received advertisement: Invoked when a route advertisement is
received by a neighbour
ReceiveAdvertisment Simple(CONTROL < n;  R;  x;  y >)
1: x;y   GPS.GetCurrentPosition
2: R   NavSys.GetRoute
3: for all Messages m 2 M where TY PE = Route do
4: D   m:D
5: NPself   computeNP Simple(R;< x;y >;D)




7: NPn   computeNP Simple(  R;<  x;  y >;D)
8: Un     computeETR(<  x;  y >;NPn) + EuclideanDistance(NPn;D)
AverageSpeed
9: if Un < Uself then
10: send(m) ! n
11: remove m from M
Figure 2.4: Pseudo-code of the GeOpps algorithm (faster method).
2.2.2 Utility Function
When a vehicle encounters one or more others (contacts), the NS has to evaluate if
it should keep the message m or forward it to one of the neighbours. To make this
assessment a utility function Uv is computed for each candidate vehicle v. The utility
function Uv represents an estimation of the minimum time that a message would require
to reach its destination D if we let v carry it until its nearest point NP. Therefore,
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Fail-Safe Method. Invoked when the vehicle and all known neighbours will not drive closer to D.
FailSafe(CONTROL < n;  R;  x;  y >;m;D)
1: MyPos   GPS.GetCurrentPosition
2: NeighbourPos  <  x;  y >
3: MyDistance   EuclideanDistance(MyPos;m:D)
4: NeighbourDistance   EuclideanDistance(NeighbourPos;m:D)
5: if NeighbourDistance < MyDistance then
6: send(m) ! n
Figure 2.5: Pseudo-code of the GeOpps fail-safe algorithm. Note that instead of Eu-
clidean distance we can also use the driving time to D (if it is available)
smaller values are considered better as this intuitively means that this vehicle's route
can help to deliver m faster to its nal destination.
More formally, after calculating the nearest point, the NS may use the map to
calculate the estimated time required (ETR) for the vehicle v to drive to NP. Similarly,
it can also calculate the estimated time that a vehicle would need to drive from NP to
m's destination D (i.e., within the range of the nal receiver). The sum of these two
values is an indication of how much time is required for m to be delivered if vehicle v
carries it until NP (see Figure 2.1 for a graphical representation). Therefore:
Uv(m) = ETR to NP + ETR from NP to D
Clearly this value mainly depends on how close NP is compared to D (how close the
evaluated vehicle v will drive to D). However, other factors like the road topology and
the vehicle's speed also matter (as the utility is taking into account estimated driving
times between locations).
For example in Figure 2.6, the utility value for vehicle b will be lower than the
value of a because the time required to drive from P1 to NPa and then to D is higher
than the time required to drive from P1 to NPb and then to D.
This calculation assumes that when v arrives at NP there will be another vehicle
that can carry the message to its nal destination D. Consequently, Uv represents an
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Figure 2.6: Example of comparison of dierent routes from a message's Destination (D).
under-estimate of the time required to deliver the message. For this reason, this utility
represents the Minimum Estimated Time of Delivery (METD) for this message.
The parameter  (values 0 <  < 1) is used to further favour vehicles that actually
deliver the message closer, no matter how slowly they are driving to NP. For example,
if  = 0 the only thing that matters for the utility is how close to D is NP and not
how fast is the route that v has selected to drive towards NP.
In Figure 2.3 (Part C) the pseudo-code for the utility calculation is given. When
a CONTROL message is received by a neighbour n, the vehicle evaluates whether each
message m in its buer M should be forwarded (line 3). Then it calculates and compares
its own utility to n's (lines 5-11).
Finally, if the Euclidian distance is used (to reduce processing time), we can further
simplify this utility function by using the straight-line distance between NP and D
(Figure 2.4 Part E):
Uv = ETR to NP + Distance Bet. NP and D
Average Speed
This method is considerably faster than calculating a route from NP to D on
the map. However, it is less accurate as it only provides an approximation: it only
considers the Euclidian distance between NP and D, whereas before we calculated the
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estimated driving time using the map. The Average Speed can be considered as a weight
(similar to ) that puts emphasis on distance (i.e., select a vehicle that is going closest
to the destination no matter how much time it takes) or delay (i.e., select a vehicle that
might not be going that close, but it is getting to NP faster). In fact, the parameter
 is not required any more (as the average speed can act as a weight) but it is kept
for compatibility between the two methods (i.e., so that the navigation system can
dynamically switch between algorithms based on its load).
2.2.3 Routing Algorithm
The main step of the algorithm is to keep looking for vehicles that can potentially
deliver the message earlier (i.e., vehicles that further minimise the utility). Somehow
then, information about the routes of the various cars needs to be exchanged among
the vehicles. The algorithm follows these steps:
1. Vehicles periodically broadcast their suggested routes (Figure 2.3 Part A).
2. 1-hop neighbours, calculate the Minimum Estimated Time Of Delivery (METD)
for the messages that they currently keep (Figure 2.3.C or Figure 2.4 Part E, lines
1-8).
3. The current carrier either keeps the message (if it has the lowest METD) or
forwards it to the neighbour with the lowest value. (Figure 2.3 Part C or Figure 2.4
Part E, lines 9-11)
4. This process is repeated until the message arrives at its destination or it expires.
For example, in Figure 2.6, at point P1 a vehicle polls vehicles a and b for their
METD values. These vehicles calculate the nearest point that they will get to D (NPa
and NPb). Vehicle b becomes the next packet carrier. As b travels to its destination,
it keeps looking for other vehicles that have even lower METD values. At point P2,
it encounters vehicle c that is going even closer to the destination and, therefore, it
forwards the packet to c. Notice that the packet never reached NPb.
An interesting side-eect that we noticed is that when a large group of vehicles have
the same NP (e.g., a part of their route that contains NP is the same) then the packet
is forwarded to the leading neighbour because it reports smaller METD. Therefore, we
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noticed that when the density is high, the packets travel much faster than the mobility
ow of vehicles.
2.2.4 Special Cases
This protocol exploits navigation information (e.g., suggested route, ETR) to oppor-
tunistically select a neighbour that is estimated to get closer and faster to the destination
of the packet. However, there are some assumptions concerning the accuracy of this
information.
We have to consider what happens in cases where the drivers do not follow the
suggested route. When a driver deviates from the route, its navigation system auto-
matically recalculates an alternative route and ETR. At every contact, the NS always
uses the latest utility estimation and thus, this includes any deviation. There is also
the case where a vehicle is ignoring the calculated route. Most of the existing naviga-
tion systems will automatically cancel a route if the driver misses a number of turns
or deviates completely from the suggested path. This behaviour can also be detected
by observing a sequence of missed turns: the solution used here is to just ignore the
navigation information for this vehicle (just use the GPS). Furthermore, the NS can
constantly evaluate the driver's behaviour in order to predict how likely he/she is to
follow the suggested route.
Additionally, we should also consider vehicles that stop/pause their trip. If the
driver switches o the engine, the system will forward all the messages to any neigh-
bouring vehicle. In case the vehicle stops for a long time without switching o the engine
(in our implementation more than two minutes) the NS forwards all the messages to
any neighbour.
Finally, notice that although we would prefer most of the vehicles to programme
their itinerary in advance (or doing that automatically using a system such as Pre-
destination [Krumm 07]), GeOpps does not require all the vehicles to have calculated
routes (e.g. it does not require all the drivers to indicate their destination). Source
vehicles may begin routing the packets using a greedy algorithm until the packet con-
tacts a vehicle that has a calculated route that can get them closer than the current
position. Similarly, if the vehicle arrives at the nearest point (NP) and no better carrier
is found we need to forward the message as the vehicle will now start to drive away
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from the message's destination. To solve this issue we use the greedy algorithm as a
fail-safe method: the message will be routed to any vehicle closer to the destination
until at least one neighbour is found with navigation information that leads closer to
the message's destination than the current position. Eectively, we can only exploit
navigation information when this is available. Figure 2.5 provides the pseudocode for
this calculation.
2.3 Related Work
A number of existing geographic routing protocols are available [Mohapatra 04,
Mauve 01]. One widely used protocol is Greedy Forwarding: In greedy packet for-
warding when an intermediate node receives a packet, it forwards it to a neighbour
that is nearest to the geographic location of the recipient. However, greedy packet
forwarding does not guarantee delivery: there are cases where there is a path between
the sender and the destination where greedy routing fails to deliver the message be-
cause the message reaches a local minimum. There are many algorithms proposed to
solve that problem: 2-hop greedy routing, alternate greedy method, disjoint routing
[Bose 01, Giordano 01]. The most well-known greedy algorithm with guaranteed deliv-
ery is GPSR [Karp 00]. GPSR uses greedy packet forwarding until it reaches a local
maximum. When this happens it switches to recovery mode where it uses a planar
graph and the right hand rule to forward the message until it reaches a node that can
use greedy forwarding. GPSR faces some problems when there are obstacles and node
localisation errors. These can introduce the risk that the planar sub-graph used by
GPSR's perimeter mode may not be connected.
However, these protocols have not been specically designed for vehicular networks
and are not suitable for a number of reasons [Fubler 03]; in these networks, the topology
is constantly changing but in a somewhat predictable way (e.g., cars move on roads).
Furthermore, vehicles tend to move in clusters towards a specic direction, creating
networks that might be not always connected (i.e., there is no end-to-end connectivity).
Therefore, a geographic but also delay tolerant approach is needed.
There are a number of existing delay tolerant routing protocols [Shah 03, Zhao 04,
Pentland 04]. These protocols exploit dierent mechanisms to route a message to the
destination such as statistics of previous encounters or collocation probabilities. How-
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ever, none of these approaches apply directly to vehicular networks: GeOpps takes
advantages of the map and mobility patterns given by the navigation system to ac-
curately predict vehicles' mobility patterns. Moreover, projects that employ vehicu-
lar DTN routing protocols like CarTel [Bychkovsky 06], DieselNet [Burgess 06], Drive
Through Internet [Ott 05], FleetNet [Zhao 04] are available. These systems however do
not consider geographic routing as they are just aiming to deliver a message to a certain
vehicle ID. Geographic DTN protocols like GeOpps are more appropriate for vehicular
networks as information is more often related to geographic locations than to specic
vehicles.
Although DTN protocols have higher delivery ratio, when a more rapid communi-
cation model is required, a greedier approach may be used to minimise delay in exchange
for higher communication overhead or lower robustness. In [Skordylis 08], the authors
present an algorithm that uses trac statistics to decide whether to use DTN forward-
ing or more aggressive routing algorithms, to meet a given delay threshold with the
lowest possible communication overhead. We believe that such an approach can be
used together with GeOpps.
Moreover, there are some attempts to design geographic routing protocols for vehic-
ular networks. For example, Move [Lebrun 05] uses the relative direction of the vehicles
(angle) to determine if the vehicle can potentially carry the information to the destina-
tion. Vehicular Greedy [Zhao 04, Fubler 03] tries to improve GPSR in order to work in
vehicular networks. In [Lochert 05b] the authors use maps to greedily route a message
from intersection to intersection until it reaches its destination. However, with respect
to these works, GeOpps oers signicant performance benets because it exploits infor-
mation from the navigation system to eciently route packets (more information can
be found in Chapter 6).
Finally, in VADD [Zhao 06], the authors designed an algorithm that, at each inter-
section, estimates the correct direction in which a packet should be forwarded using a
combination of map and GPS data. More specically, at each intersection the vehicle
evaluates which direction is the optimal for the data to ow in order to reach its desti-
nation. This is based on historical information (e.g., density, average speed of vehicles,
etc.) and the road topology. In essence, at each intersection VADD selects the next
road segment where the packet should be forwarded in order to minimise delivery delay.
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Afterwards, it selects a vehicle on the selected road segment, or a vehicle that is going
towards it (if available) as the next message carrier. GeOpps, on the other hand, is not
evaluating to which direction the message should be sent, but it is evaluating where the
existing neighbours will be driving so as to identify carriers that will be driving closer
to the destination, thus providing more robust choices (it only evaluates the paths of
existing neighbours). Although VADD is a good example of using the map to route
information in vehicular networks, its evaluation is left as future work.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have illustrated GeOpps, an opportunistic geographic routing algo-
rithm. The main contribution of this protocol is that it exploits the information that
is available in modern vehicles to eciently select appropriate packet carriers. More
specically, navigation information (i.e., the suggested route), together with the map
database, are used to nd carriers that are likely to deliver a message to its destination.
We designed a utility function that expresses how appropriate a vehicle is to perform
this task. Finally, we designed a two-phase protocol where vehicles advertise their nav-
igation information and receive from their neighbours the messages that they are likely
to deliver.
In the following two chapters we examine how we can use GeOpps to disseminate
information. In Chapter 5 we will evaluate the performance of this method in a real




In push-based dissemination popular information is broadcast to the network so that
multiple hosts can receive it. This communication paradigm allows information to be
published in a specic geographic area (e.g., publish an accident warning to all vehicles
on a highway). Interested vehicles just receive it when they happen to be within the
communication range of a host that already holds a copy (i.e., no explicit request is
made to some central server). Examples of this kind of information are trac updates,
available parking spots and warnings (e.g., accidents, road closures).
There are many possible ways in which information can be disseminated in such a
setting:
 Flood-based: This is the simplest communication paradigm where every host re-
broadcasts any received message. There is no message buer and, thus, only nodes
that are within the same connected partition receive the message. This results
in quickly spreading the information to every host of the network (assuming that
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the network is not partitioned at the time of the dissemination). However, this
also leads to a signicant communication overhead.
 Epidemic dissemination: Epidemic Routing protocols such as the one introduced
by A. Vahdat and D. Becker [Vahdat 00], employ gossip to deliver the message
to all hosts. In these protocols messages are stored in a buer until their ex-
piration time is reached or until the buer is full. When two hosts get within
communication range, they exchange the messages that they have not previously
received. These protocols are specialised for partially disconnected networks: Epi-
demic routing can eventually deliver a message even if there is no connected path
between the source and destination at any given point in time (provided that
mobility patterns allow this).
 Geographic dissemination: In location based broadcast/multicast, a node sends a
message to all the nodes within a geographical area. This kind of communication is
referred to as GeoCast [Mohapatra 04, Mauve 01]. There are two main approaches
on how to broadcast a message to all the nodes in a region: ood-based and route-
based.
In ood-based geocast, a forwarding zone is dened between the sender and the
destination area. A controlled ood is performed in the forwarding zone in order
to deliver the message: only nodes in that area will forward the message to their
neighbours [Ko 98, Liao 00, Camp 03].
In route-based geocast, the message is rst routed to any node inside the geocast
region (e.g., using GPSR [Karp 00]). When the message arrives inside, a localised
ooding is performed to deliver the message to all the nodes that are currently
inside. Examples are GeoTora [Ko 00] and GeoNode [Imielinski 99].
 Content-based routing: Content-based routing (CBR) diers from classical dissem-
ination paradigms as messages are routed based on their content rather than their
destination address or a geographic location. This form of implicit, multi-point
communication fosters a high degree of decoupling, since the communicating par-
ties are not necessarily aware of each other, and can therefore change dynamically
without aecting the rest of the system.
In the remainder of this chapter we will motivate our push-based mechanisms,
analyse our system architecture and provide details about our dissemination protocol.
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(a) Example of an event and the dissemination
areas. The indicated areas are the ones where
vehicles should be notied about the accident.
(b) Distribution of the subscribers. Most of the
vehicles that are interested will be driving on road
segments that can lead to the accident (the indi-
cated areas).
Figure 3.1: Our scenario.
3.1 Motivation and Scenario
In vehicular networks, information about events like trac warnings, accidents and road
closures require a dissemination scheme that takes into account some unique require-
ments:
 Information usually concerns a specic Point Of Interest (POI). This can be the
location of an accident, a parking spot, diversion etc. An example is given in
Figure 3.1(a) where POI is \Junction 11". The POI of the publication oers
signicant information that should be taken into account in order to spread it
appropriately. For example, an accident on a highway should be spread to all the
vehicles approaching, miles before the accident. However, a similar publication
about an accident on a small urban alley should not be disseminated more than a
few meters away. Clearly, our dissemination protocol should take into account the
fact that information is relevant to specic geographic areas and focus on these
areas.
 Only vehicles that could be aected by the information should receive it. For
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instance, an accident warning should reach only those vehicles that might be
delayed by it. This, of course, depends on the location of the accident (the POI),
the vehicle's destination (the suggested route) and the road topology: as you
see in the example of Figure 3.1(b) only the vehicles on the highway, or near
the ramps of the highway leading to the accident, are those that are likely to
need the publication. As we move away from these areas the interest about this
publication fades away. Therefore, we believe that a content-based approach is
required to determine whether the vehicle is aected or not by the publication's
content.
 Information should be spatio-temporal (location and time) persistent. In vehicular
networks information is valid for a time period. For instance, drivers should be
notied about an accident until it clears (2 hours in our example in Figure 3.1(a)).
Due to mobility and varying density we need mechanisms to ensure that the
information will be persistently propagated while it remains relevant so that new
drivers in the area will be notied.
Our aim is to design an appropriate dissemination scheme that takes into account
these requirements (i) location/geographic aware, ii) content aware, iii) spatio-temporal
persistence. To address these requirement we are presenting a protocol for persistent
content based dissemination in vehicular networks. This protocol enables applications
to:
 Publish messages to geographical locations by rst sending them to the relevant
areas either directly (if infrastructure is available) or using GeOpps (Chapter 2).
 Store master-copies of the publication at key locations inside the dissemination
area using a combination of infostations (if any) and vehicles. We call these loca-
tions homeZones. These master-copies, called replicas, are maintained throughout
the dissemination time to ensure that they will not fade away. For example, in
Figure 3.1(a), we would like copies of the publication about the accident to be
maintained near the highway entrance ramps for 2 hours. When no infrastructure
is available, we will examine how we can keep these replicas near their homeZones.
 Deliver the messages to subscribers (i.e., vehicles that are aected by the message)
when they are driving through the homeZones. Additionally, further spread the
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dissemination in areas where there is a high concentration of subscribers. An
example is shown in Figure 3.1(b) where the dissemination is spread on the entire
highway and the main roads leading from the city to the highway, as these are the
locations where most of the vehicles, that are interested in this accident, can be
found.
To address these requirements, we use the navigation system together with a
content-based routing communication paradigm. As we discussed in Chapter 2, the
navigation system can be used to eciently select carriers to forward publications to
the aected areas.
Furthermore, the suggested routes can be used to infer interests in order to au-
tomatically lter only information relevant to the driver. For example, the NS can
automatically subscribe to receive trac warnings that aect the suggested route, to
receive fuel prices from nearby fuel stations when the vehicle is running out of petrol,
or to receive free parking notications concerning the vehicle's destination (automatic
subscriptions). However, a user may also be allowed to insert specic subscription in-
terests, which are not automatically calculated, e.g., information on nearby restaurants
or hotels (custom subscriptions).
Clearly, the content of the notication together with the navigation information
and the driver's interests can be used to route the information to the vehicles that need
it.
3.2 Notication Dissemination Architecture
In this section, we examine how we can use the content-based communication paradigm
to disseminate information in vehicular networks. Before getting into more details we
will clarify our terminology:
POI - POI (Point Of Interest) refers to the area that the publication concerns (e.g.,
the location of an accident).
Persistence Area - The area where the message persistence is enforced (time-stable
notication).
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Figure 3.2: Information should be disseminated in the persistence area throughout the dissem-
ination time. Black dots are the locations of the homeZones. In each homeZone a notication
replica will be maintained. Interested vehicles driving through these locations should be notied.
The information can further spread opportunistically outside the persistence area.
Implicit Subscriptions - Subscriptions based on the navigation information of the
vehicle.
Custom Subscription - Driver/application specic subscriptions.
Publication Message - A copy of the message which should be disseminated only to
subscribers.
Replica - A master copy of the publication. Replicas are maintained in key locations
in the persistency area to inform incoming subscribers.
HomeZone - The geographic location where a replica should be kept.
Later in this chapter we will provide more details about these terms.
3.2.1 Primitives
Our goal is to design appropriate primitives that will aid the application developers to
take advantage of the vehicle's navigation information to push out information. From
a publisher's point of view, the information should be time and location persistent.
Therefore, the publisher needs to specify in which areas the publication should be per-
sistently disseminated. In this Persistence area our framework will create and maintain
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a number of Replicas in order to keep the dissemination alive. Furthermore, the pub-
lisher denes the time interval during which the publication is relevant. Therefore, our
publish primitive is:
publish(message, persistenceArea, Tstart, Tend)
where:
 message is the body of the publication to be delivered. The message content will
be combined with the navigation information to determine if a vehicle is interested
in this publication. More information about the topic will be given below;
 persistenceArea indicates the area(s) in which the message should be persistently
disseminated. This can be any denition of area (e.g., circle with centre-radius,
list of street segments, etc). Notice that this process can be automated. We
can automatically identify the areas where the information is relevant based on
historical data and the road topology. As we will examine later, the information
will spread even further from this area, based on the message content and the
current mobility patterns. Furthermore, popular publications (based on how many
vehicles are interested in the content of the disseminated information) will spread
further.
 Tstart is the time at which the publication begins to be valid; it can be the current
time or any time in the future;
 Tend is the time at which it ceases to be valid;
For example: the primitive which should be invoked by the publishing application
is:
publish(Type = Warning:Road works| PointOfInterest = A51:Junction 12, 2km around
Junction 11, 4pm, 6pm)
In this example, drivers that intend to use Junction 12 of motorway A51 will be
informed that there are road works, when driving close to Junction 11 between 4pm
and 6pm.
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The message contains the type of the publication (Warning) and the sub-type
(Road works). It also contains the Point of Interest (POI) of the publication (e.g.,
the location of the road works, A51:Junction 12). This content is used to determine
whether a vehicle that receives the publication is aected or not (i.e., if the vehicle will
drive through Junction B).
We would like the drivers to be able to register interests about certain events
concerning their current location, future route, nal destination, etc. These interests
are called subscriptions and the vehicles interested in an event are called subscribers.
Subscriptions can be invoked automatically from the application (by the navigation
system). We envisage that a driver only needs to dene some general policies and their
navigation system can generate all the appropriate subscriptions automatically and be
able to match them.
For instance, the navigation system of a vehicle could subscribe to receive warnings
about road segments in its calculated route:
subscribe(Type=Warning|PointOfInterest=MyRoute)
As before, these keywords contain the type of the publication (any warning) and
the area of interest (vehicle's route). The vehicle will later use its navigation information
(if available) to determine if it is interested or not.
Finally, the application can unsubscribe its interest as follows:
unsubscribe(subscription ID)
3.2.2 Content Matching
The message content is crucial as it will be used to identify which of the vehicles are
actually interested in and, thus, inuence the content-based dissemination. Similarly,
subscriptions provide guidelines (keywords) about what the application is interested in
receiving (e.g., receive warnings about accidents on the vehicle's route). However, our
system should be able to evaluate whether a publication matches a subscribed interest
by combining subscriptions with navigation information. More specically, the vehicle
has to respond as 1) Interested or 2) Not Interested.
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Figure 3.3: Matching and organising attribute/value pairs
We can match Publish/Subscribe attributes (publication's content) using existing
matching protocols [Meier 02, Fiege 03]. In addition to these existing methods, in our
approach information provided by the navigation system may be used so as to match
content that concerns locations:
 The map database of existing navigation systems contains various types of infor-
mation that can be exploited by the applications to create and match topics. For
example, street/city/area names can be mapped to locations (e.g., a subscription
about ``warnings about London'' can be matched with a publication about a
``warning about UK'').
 The GPS location of the vehicle can be used to match local information (e.g., a sub-
scription about ``fuel stations that are within 1km from the vehicle's
current location'' can be matched with a publication about an ``open fuel
station on 54 Oxford street'').
 The suggested route of the vehicle can be used to evaluate information relevance.
For example, a subscription about ``traffic updates on my route'' can be
matched with a publication about ``traffic jam on Oxford street''. We
believe that this is an important primitive as most of the vehicular applications
will mainly consider publications about their route.
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 The vehicle's nal destination may also be treated as content. For example, a sub-
scription about ``any information about my destination'' can be matched
with a publication about ``sales on 54 Oxford street''.
Therefore, in our model, subscriptions are regarded as a dynamic set of suggestions
that, when combined with the navigation information that is available in modern ve-
hicles, can help us to determine whether an application (or the driver) is interested in
receiving a message. More specically, we consider two cases.
Firstly, using traditional content-based subscription matching, as used in
SIENA [Carzaniga 01] where selection predicates are employed to identify which
messages are relevant. In our implementation each message content is formed as a
attribute/value pair and the content-matching engine applies the selection predicate to
identify whether the attributes match.
Secondly, to identify the geographic relevance, each geographic content is evaluated
in two sub-steps: i) we use the map database to map keywords to possible geographic
locations. This function is already available in modern navigation systems and ii) we
then examine if these locations overlap (using a K-D tree on a 2D space).
These two mechanisms ensure that the information will only spread in areas where
there are vehicles interested in the published content.
Figure 3.3 shows an example of how we organise and characterise the message
attributes in our implementation. The content is organised in main attributes that can
contain one or more sub-types. When all values match the vehicle is considered as a
subscriber.
3.2.3 Publication Semantics
In this section we present an overview of the publication mechanisms that we are going
to use in order to publish messages to subscribers in certain geographic areas. In the
next two sections, we will examine the routing and dissemination mechanisms in detail.
Our dissemination mechanism can be described in four simple steps (Figure 3.4):
1. Notication Generation: The notication is rst generated by the publisher
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Figure 3.4: Timeline of events during publication of a notication.
by invoking the publish() primitive. The publisher denes the POI and all the
required information that will help the vehicles to identify if they are interested in
this notication or not. Furthermore, it indicates the geographic locations where
the information should be persistently disseminated. As we mentioned previously,
to guarantee persistence we need to identify some key locations where a copy of
the notication will be stored (homeZones). Our framework can automatically
cover the dissemination area with replicas and it will calculate the geographic
locations of all the homeZones.
2. Publication Routing: The message replicas are then routed towards their home-
Zones using both the infrastructure and the vehicle-to-vehicle communication (as
described in Chapter 2).
3. Publication Storing: Once the message has been routed to the area, it is stored
there (in an infostation, if available, or in a vehicle inside the persistence area)
until the start of the publication time. More details about this are following in
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3.
4. Publication Dissemination: Due to mobility, new subscribers in the area need
to be informed. During the publication time, any subscriber that is in the com-
munication range of a replica should be notied. Note that subscribers are not
aware that they have entered an active dissemination area: when they enter, they
will start receiving notications from nearby subscribers (or infostations) that al-
ready have a copy of the message. The dissemination protocol is described in the
following section (Section 3.3).
We will now give details about our push-based dissemination protocol.
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3.3 Protocol Description
As we explained before, given the heterogeneity of the scenarios we target, a widespread
presence of infostations cannot be guaranteed at any time and any place. Therefore, our
protocol seamlessly exploits both infostations (where available) and vehicle-to-vehicle
communication to deliver and store messages in the intended locations.
Hereafter, for sake of clarity, we illustrate our approach in separate steps by rst de-
scribing the basic version of the protocol, assuming pervasive infrastructure availability,
and then we show how we can relax this assumption, incorporating opportunistic and
ad-hoc communication to i) extend the dissemination range beyond the persistence area
and ii) maintain the replicas near their homeZones even in areas without infostations.
Nevertheless, these three variants are not independent but co-exist in our protocol to
provide a single solution addressing content-based dissemination in heterogeneous envi-
ronments.
3.3.1 Infrastructure-based Persistence
As detailed in Section 3.1, the aim of our protocol is to ensure that all drivers are
promptly informed about events relevant to their route (e.g., trac jams aecting them
or gas prices). To this end, information about these events should be stored at specic
locations (homeZones) such that all approaching vehicles can be notied (an example
is given in Figure 3.2).
The identication of the exact position and the number of these homeZones can
be done automatically or in an application specic way and will vary according to the
type of information and the road topology. In our implementation we use a simple map
coverage algorithm to make sure that there is at least one replica in every path leading
to the POI. Alternatively, a highway agency can strategically dene the areas where the
information should be persistent: for instance, in case of the trac jam on a highway in
Figure 3.1(a), the homeZones sit on the main junctions to access the highway, so that
vehicles can avoid entering the highway and choose alternative paths.
For each homeZone a replica of the original message is created, routed and stored
at the corresponding geographic location. Under the assumption of widespread infras-
tructure, messages can be sent to the nearby infostations to be disseminated. A simple
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(a) First phase: The vehicle advertises any pos-
sible interests (subscriptions, navigation informa-
tion etc)
(b) Second phase: The infostation packs all the
publications that match and forwards them to the
vehicle.
Figure 3.5: Our Two-Phase communication scheme.
yet inecient solution would be to have each infostation periodically re-broadcast the
message to all nearby vehicles. This, however, would incur a signicant network over-
head because i) messages are transmitted even if no subscribers are around and ii)
subscribers are very likely to receive the same message multiple times by encountering
several infostations along their paths.
To circumvent this issue and to remove unnecessary transmissions, we devised a
two-phase scheme where each vehicle periodically advertises its planned route and its
additional interests, if any. Through this information, the infostations can derive the
actual subscriptions (both automatic and custom) and compare them against the stored
messages. An example is given in Figure 3.5(a).
If a match occurs, the corresponding messages are then transmitted to the sub-
scribers around the infostation (Figure 3.5(b)). To avoid duplicate receipts, the sub-
scriber also piggybacks the IDs of the last  messages received. In this way, before
forwarding the message, the infostation could check whether that message has already
been delivered. Only subscribers that did not receive the message previously can trigger
a broadcast, which, however, can be heard by more than one subscriber in the area.
This two-way communication scheme ensures that although infostations may store
a large number of publications, only the ones that are relevant to the drivers passing
by them are the ones that will be broadcast and, thus, no overhead will be caused by
stored publications that do not concern the vehicles around them.
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(a) First phase: The vehicle advertises any pos-
sible interests (subscriptions, navigation informa-
tion etc)
(b) Second phase: Any surrounding vehicle that
has matching publications forwards them to the
vehicle.
Figure 3.6: Our Two-Phase opportunistic communication scheme.
3.3.2 Opportunistic Dissemination
Even in the presence of infostations, opportunistic vehicle-to-vehicle communication can
greatly enhance the performance of the above protocol by enabling the dissemination
of messages in a broader area at a very small additional cost. To this end, we allow any
vehicle to further spread a message, by retransmitting it when it meets a subscriber1.
An example is given in Figure 3.6. This allows for opportunistic exploitation of vehicles
which, in any case, have overheard the information (even if they are not subscribers)
and can act as additional carriers for the information in the persistence area and beyond
it.
Interestingly, if no subscriber is encountered, no additional trac is generated, thus
implementing an interest-driven routing scheme in which messages propagate only in
areas populated by subscribers, possibly extending the persistence area dened by the
application. Going back to the example of Figure 3.1(b), the dissemination will be
automatically extended from the homeZones to the highlighted road segments as these
are the locations where a large concentration of subscribers will be. There will be very
few broadcasts inside the city, as very few vehicles are planning to drive near the location
of the accident.
3.3.3 Ad-hoc Persistence
In some scenarios the existence of infostations is not sucient to allow the dissemination
to reach all interested vehicles. This could be for various reasons: i) the infrastructure
1Please note that vehicles can overhear a transmission even if they are not subscribers (i.e., when
another vehicle in the neighbourhood triggered a broadcast).
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has partially collapsed due to accidents or attacks ii) the infrastructure is not covering
the whole dissemination area as this may be vast iii) the information has a very ne
granularity with respect to the infostation coverage (e.g., parking spots positions, trac
information).
With respect to the approach presented in Section 3.3.1, if infostations are not
widely available, we then need to nd ways i) to route messages from the publisher to
the persistence area and to ii) make sure that we can keep notifying drivers that pass
by the indicated homeZones by keeping a replica of the publication near each one.
While the just described opportunistic dissemination helps to partially solve these
issues in a hybrid scenario, it does not guarantee that the dissemination will not fade
away. This can happen for a combination of two reasons i) if the density of the vehicles
is low (e.g., during the night) and ii) the information is not popular (only subscribers
will trigger further dissemination). Clearly, in such cases, the number of vehicles that
hold a copy of the message will be very limited and the dissemination will eventually
stop.
We need to replace the service that the xed infostation would have provided.
Therefore, a more proactive mechanism is needed to enforce persistence in a semi or
totally decentralised scenario, relying on scalable and inexpensive ad-hoc communica-
tion among vehicles. In our approach, we chose to replace the missing infostations
with special copies of the publication that we call message replicas, which should be
constantly maintained on (or around) the homeZones whenever this is possible. Any
carrier (vehicle) that holds a replica will be considered as a mobile infostation.
Ideally a carrier would be a vehicle that is always near the replica's homeZone. This
is unrealistic as, in general, vehicles continuously move from one location to another
and, hence, new carriers must be selected. In particular, not only the current location
of a node is important but also its future one as carriers moving towards a homeZone
are much better than those departing from it.
And since in vehicular networks information about future movements can be derived
from the information provided by the navigation system, we exploit this system to nd
neighbours that are likely to keep the replica near the homeZone. Note that information
about the future route is broadcast, even in the infrastructure-based version of our
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Figure 3.7: Routing a message replica to its homeZone
protocol, to derive automatic subscription. Therefore, no additional trac is required.
Therefore, we constantly route a replica to the homeZone using the same principles
as GeOpps (Chapter 2). We use the same utility function to evaluate whether a carrier
v is likely to deliver and keep a replica m around its homeZone.
More formally, we have:
Uv(m) = TNP + b ThomeZone (3.1)
being TNP the time needed to reach the nearest point, given the current route of the ve-
hicle and b ThomeZone the estimated time to go from NP to the homeZone. The dierence
to GeOpps is that this process does not stop when the replica arrives at the homeZone,
as we need to keep the replica there for a time period. Instead, we just continue to route
the message to this location until the replica expires (we keep looking for vehicles that
can carry the replica back to the homeZone). Notice that in cases where the density of
the vehicles is very low (i.e., no vehicles are available near the homeZone), this process
does not guarantee that the replica will be always maintained near the homeZone. How-
ever, our utility function ensures that the replica will be \attracted" to the homeZone
by hopping to vehicles travelling towards it.
For instance, in Figure 3.7, a message is published at the infostation I and needs
to be routed at the homeZone. Both vehicle VA and vehicle VB are potentially eligible
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as carriers but the latter is preferable because its path will get closer to the nal des-
tination, i.e., the message's homeZone. Nevertheless, while approaching NPB the node
encounters another vehicle, VC, whose route happens to cross the homeZone and hence
it takes over the message. As soon as Vc passes the homeZone, it needs to nd another
carrier going in the opposite direction back to the homeZone.
Thus far, we focused our attention only on carriers but the goal of the protocol is to
deliver the message to subscribers. To this end, when a node receives the planned route
from its neighbours, beside checking whether there is any potentially better carrier, it
also veries whether its messages are of interest to any of its neighbours (e.g., Figure 3.6),
adopting the same approach as in the infrastructure-based version (e.g., replica routing
and information dissemination occur at the same time). Therefore, we distinguish
between two types of messages: i)replicas and ii)simple copies of the publication. The
former are the messages that need to be located as close as possible to the corresponding
homeZone and can never be deleted (at least until they expire). Simple copies of the
publication, instead, are those messages that have been delivered to subscribers or
overheard.
To sum up, in our dissemination paradigm we aim that some replicas of the publica-
tion are maintained in key geographical locations, called homeZones (e.g., Figure 3.1).
These replicas can be either stored inside infostations (if available) or inside normal
vehicles chosen due to their mobility patterns in order to maximise the probability of
keeping the replica near the homeZone. Subscribers are notied using our two-phase
communication scheme and they can further spread the dissemination if they happen
to meet more subscribers on their way (e.g., Figure 3.1(b)).
3.3.4 Protocol Details and Pseudocode
The pseudocode for the protocol is presented in Figure 3.9 along with the necessary
denitions listed in Figure 3.8.
Periodically each node broadcasts a CONTROL message containing the descrip-
tion of its planned route to its 1-hop neighbours along with the list of its custom
subscriptions as indicated in Figure 3.9 (Subscription Dissemination). Also the identi-
ers of the last  messages received are piggybacked in this message. The information
contained in the message is key for the neighbours to determine the message forwarding
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decision.
Indeed, when a CONTROL message c is received (see second block in Figure 3.9),
the buer is re-evaluated to assess whether the originator of c may be interested in
some messages either as a new carrier or a subscriber. First, the expiration time of
each buered message is evaluated (lines 2-3). If the message is still valid and the
node is a carrier for that message, i.e., the message is a replica, the route  R contained
in the control message is analysed and the utility U0 of the neighbour for the given
message is compared with the one of the current node (line 6-9). If it is lower, i.e.,
the neighbour will travel closer (or faster) to the destination than the current node,
the message is transferred to the neighbour by means of a unicast transmission and
then is removed from the buer (lines 10-12). Otherwise, the content of the message is
evaluated against the neighbour's subscriptions. If a match occurs and the message has
not already been received by the node (i.e., m:ID 62 I) a copy of the message is sent
(lines 14-17). Naturally, a number of optimisations are possible (e.g., packing multiple
matching messages in a single transmission) but they are not discussed here to avoid
complicating the pseudocode.
Similarly, when a DATA message is received, if it is of interest to the application,
i.e., it matches either an automatic or custom subscription, it is delivered to the ap-
plication layer (lines 1-2 of receive DATA). Then, regardless of the outcome of this
check, the message is inserted in the buer. Indeed, if the node has been designated
to be a carrier (m:type = Replica), it stores the message until a better one is found.
Otherwise, the message is stored too but it will be delivered only to the subscribers
opportunistically encountered along the path.
Finally, Message Publishing consists simply of inserting the message into the local
buer. The message will then be taken care of and forwarded to the interested sub-
scribers as well as \moved" to its homeZone, possibly through a better carrier, if and
when encountered, according to the routing protocol we described thus far. Each replica
is routed independently, i.e., whenever a better carrier is encountered only relevant repli-
cas are removed from the local buer and sent to the new carrier. Alternatively, we
could just route one copy that splits it in r replicas when it arrives inside the homeZone.
For our experiments, we chose the rst method in order to improve robustness.
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3.4 Related work
Related work can be found in the areas of Publish/Subscribe systems and Ad-Hoc
dissemination systems.
Generally, these approaches employ a message oriented middleware (MOM) and
a set of dispatchers to store the subscriptions and deliver the publication s to the
subscribers (i.e., to the vehicles that are interested in receiving this message). There
are many examples of successful notication middleware for xed systems.
SIENA [Carzaniga 01] is one of the advanced distributed event notication sys-
tems. The service is implemented as a network of servers that provide access points
to clients. Clients use the access points to advertise the information about events
that they generate and to publish notications containing that information. The ser-
vice uses access points to notify clients by delivering any notications of interest. In
GRYPHON [Banavar 99], a hierarchical tree is constructed from publishers to sub-
scribers and lter-based routing is used to forward the publications. Other examples
are JEDI [Cugola 01], HERMES [Pietzuch 02].
However, these frameworks were mainly designed for xed networks (e.g., the In-
ternet). They often rely on communication primitives that were devised for traditional
distributed systems and that tend to be xed and location-unaware. Thus, these ap-
proaches cannot deal with the dynamics of ad-hoc networks.
Some attempts have been made to build publish-subscribe middleware for mobile,
ad-hoc and hybrid systems.
The rst category of approaches employ some algorithms to keep the underlying
dispatcher tree overlay updated. The idea is to update the dispatchers in order to recon-
gure the routing of notications, in response to the network topology changes. Exam-
ples that use updated tree overlays are [Mottola 05, Cugola 02a, Cugola 02b, Huang 03,
Sivaharan 05]. Furthermore, there are attempts to extend existing P/S systems using
that model [Zeidler 03, Cugola 01, Fiege 03, Cilia 03, Carzaniga 01, Caporuscio 03].
A completely dierent approach is broadcast-based Publish/Subscribe. The moti-
vation is that a tree topology over a MANET is hard to implement and keep updated.
Thus, these approaches do not employ overlays, dispatchers or brokers to route the
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publications; the subscriptions are only stored locally (as a lter between the network
and the application). The publications are broadcast to the hosts using ooding-based
or gossip-based techniques. Examples are [Huang 04, Costa 04, Costa 03]
Between these two approaches there is semi-probabilistic routing of the publica-
tions [Costa 05]. Routing relies on deterministic decisions driven by a limited view of
the subscription information and, when this is not sucient, resorts to probabilistic
decisions performed by selecting links at random. More specically, subscriptions are
propagated only in the immediate vicinity of a subscriber, in contrast to most existing
systems. Event routing leverages on this subscription information, whenever available,
by deterministically routing an event along the link a matching subscription was re-
ceived from. If no subscription information exists at a given dispatcher, events are
forwarded along a randomly chosen subset of the available links. Although this scheme
does not guarantee delivery to all the subscribers, it is able to tolerate frequent topo-
logical recongurations.
The tree reconguration methods are not suitable for frequent topology changes
(too much overhead for updating the tree). Furthermore they are not suitable for deliv-
ering notications when there are partitions or disconnections. Whereas the broadcast-
based methods are more suitable for a highly dynamic environment but they produce
a higher message overhead.
The use of geographical location in P/S systems was also researched. There are
two main categories of location aware P/S: publish to subscribers in the proximity and
publish to subscribers in specic (remote) locations. There is a lot of research on how
to publish information to the subscribers that are in a given range around the publisher
or on how to subscribe for notications from publishers in the vicinity.
In Location-based Publish/Subscribe (LPS) [Eugster 05], the subscribers receive
information for local events. The publication space moves around the publisher as the
publisher moves. This work targets the use of existing infrastructure (e.g., GPRS, GSM,
etc.).
In Location-based Toronto Publish/Subscribe (L-ToPSS) [Burcea 03] there is a
study of location-based services. In this work, the location is dened as a range from a
subscriber. The L-ToPSS architecture employs a Location Matching Engine that keeps
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an updated position of the subscribers and their location matching lter. Furthermore,
the idea of generating notications when two subscribers or a subscriber and a publisher
are collocated is studied by Z. Xu and H Jacobsen [Xu 05].
STEAM [Meier 02] exploits a proximity-based group communication ser-
vice [Killijian 01] to deliver a message to nearby subscribers. AdTorrent [Shirshanka 05]
broadcasts advertisements to local pedestrians/cars.
G. Cugola and J. Cote extended their existing work on distributed publish-subscribe
middleware [Mottola 05] to support location awareness. In [Cugola 05], the authors
introduce the publishTo(message, location) primitive in order to send a message to
subscribers in a specic location. This approach uses a number of brokers to forward
the message to subscribers. Thus, they need to update the overlay network when there
is mobility.
X. Chen et al [Chen 03] proposed two policies to deliver notications to subscribers
in specic areas. In their rst method, they used a server to monitor the location of the
subscribers. When subscribers enter the areas dened by the publisher, the notication
is routed to them. In the second method, the server sends the publication zone to the
subscriber and when the latter enters into the zone, it contacts the server to receive the
notication.
To the best of our knowledge, Abiding Geocast [Maihofer 05] is the most related
work in terms of delivering a time-stable message in a geographical area. In order to
disseminate the message in the area it employs periodic ooding or epidemic dissem-
ination. With respect to this work, our protocol considers a content based approach
where subscriptions, with the aid of the navigation system, are used in order to lter
and route the message to the interested vehicles (i.e., our approach can be considered
as content-based dissemination and not as Geocast protocol). In addition, through the
use of ad-hoc persistence, we drastically reduce the overhead as opposed to epidemic
approaches.
Works targeting multicast communication in vehicular networks recently appeared
in the literature [Sormani 06, Korkmaz 04, Xu 04, Dornbush 07, Eichler 06]. They used
dierent versions of scoped epidemic protocols to constrain the propagation of a message
within the given area. Other work [Adler 06, Kosch 02, Caliskan 06], instead, dene a
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notion of relevance to enable the routing layer to self-identify the areas in which the
messages should be delivered. In contrast to these approaches, our work oers a richer
semantics in which publishers and subscribers are completely decoupled, as the former
dene the notication's content while the latter just express their interests so as to
automatically spread the notication to areas where there are subscribers.
3.5 Conclusions
We have presented a protocol that allows pushing popular content in hybrid vehicular
networks. We have identied the key characteristics of vehicular networks and the prop-
erties that such a dissemination system should have: messages should be disseminated
according to their content and their geographic relevance, and the dissemination should
be persistent for a period of time.
We have designed a framework that allows such a dissemination. In our framework,
the publisher initiates a notication that includes, among others, a point of interest and
a persistence area (e.g., a set of roads) in which the information needs to be dissem-
inated. In our approach we use the concept of subscribers: vehicles interested in the
information based on its content, their location, their future navigation route and their
destination. Our mechanism exploits the navigation system information to match con-
tent.
Furthermore, in the absence of infrastructure, we can replace infrastructure with
ad-hoc communication. We constantly route a number of master copies (called replicas)
using our geographic routing protocol that we introduced in Chapter 2. Additionally, we
also use opportunistic communication to further disseminate the information in areas
where there are subscribers using our two-way communication scheme.
However, not all types of information concern a high number of vehicles. Using
push-based dissemination, in areas with low infrastructure density, will just cause too
much overhead due to the fact that we have to maintain the replicas in an ad-hoc way
(constantly routing them towards their homeZones). In the next chapter we will see
how vehicles can request custom information from nearby infostations by exploiting the
mobility patterns given by their navigation system.
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Variables
 self: node's own id.
 ( x;  y): neighbour's current position.
 R: node's route, expressed as a ordered list h(I1;t1);(I2;t2);:::;(Ir;tr)i of intersection points Ii
and (expected) arrival time ti.
 M: the message buer. It contains both replicas (master copies) and simple copies of the
publication.
Messages
 CONTROL< ID;R;x;y;S;I >: the route advertisement of a node n. It contains:
ID: n's ID.
R: the expected route of n (taken by the navigation system).
x;y: n's current position.
S: n's subscription set
I: set of the identiers of the last  messages received.
 DATA< ID;Type;TTL;homeZone;POI;Content >: this is a data packet stored in M.
ID: a unique ID for this message.
Type: the type of the message.
If Type = Replica the message is routed to homeZone.
If Type = Publication message is just considered for notication (no routing).
TTL: the time to live. When this expires the message is discarded.
homeZone: the geographic destination of the message (constantly routed there).
POI: the Point Of Interest.
Content: the payload of the message (the data). Used for content-based matching.
Functions
 send(msg) ! n: send a unicast of message to neighbour n
 broadcast (msg): broadcast the message to all 1-hop neighbours
 deliver (msg): deliver the message to the application
 matches(m;S;R): returns True if the message m matches a subscription s 2 S or is relevant
for route R (i.e.,m:POI 2 R)
 expired(msg): returns True if the message expiration time has passed
 computeUtility(m;R): calculate the utility for the message replica m given the route R, using
formula (3.1)
 assignHomeZone(m): returns the pair of coordinate (x;y) representing the assigned homeZone
for the replica r
Figure 3.8: Pseudo-code denitions for the push-based protocol.
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Subscriptions Dissemination
NeighbourAdvertise()
1: create new message c: CONTROL< self;R;x;y;S;I >
2: broadcast (c)
Invoked on receipt of a CONTROL message from neighbour n.
receive CONTROL< n;  R;  x;  y;  S;I >
1: for all m 2 M do
2: if expired(m) then
3: M   M n fmg
4: else
5: sent   False
6: if m:type = replica then
7: U   computeUtility(m;R)
8: U
0   computeUtility(m;  R)
9: if U
0 < U then
10: send(m)
11: sent   True
12: M   M n fmg
13: if :sent then
14: if matches(m;  S;  R) ^ m:ID 62 I then
15: create a copy m
0 of message m
16: m
0:type   publication
17: broadcast(m
0) ! n
Invoked on receipt of a DATA message from neighbour n.
receive DATA< ID;Type;TTL;homeZone;POI;Content >
1: if matches(m;S;R) ^ m:ID 62 I then
2: deliver (m)
3: M   M [ fmg
Message Publishing.
publish< m;expirationTime >
1: create a set of replicas   = fm1;m2;:::;mrg of the published message DATA m
2: for all mi 2   do
3: mi:type   replica
4: mi:homeZone   assignHomeZone(mi)
5: M   M [ fmig
Figure 3.9: Pseudo-code for the push-based protocol.
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Pull-Based Information Dissemination
Push-based dissemination may not ecient when the information is not required by
a large number of vehicles in an area. Therefore, we also need mechanisms to allow
vehicles (or their navigation systems) to request and later receive custom information.
For example, a Street View-like application would be useful on cars, as landmarks and
intersection shapes could help one's sense of direction and provide a better visual aid to
navigation systems rather than traditional 2D maps. Unfortunately, with the current
state of technology, the usability of these visual tools is debatable. Indeed, the huge
amount of data required (hundreds of gigabytes, if not terabytes) clearly excludes the
possibility of pre-loading images on board.
Furthermore, users may require fresh and ne-grained information about their route
or destination (e.g., recent images of intersections or of re-routing points to help them
navigate through these landmarks).
We assume that there might be some scattered gateways (i.e., infostations or wi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Figure 4.1: Our envisioned application.
hotspots) but these might not entirely cover the whole road network (e.g., as in Fig-
ure 4.2). Therefore, we would like to enable vehicles to request information from remote
infostations using V2V communication to ll the gap. To implement such a pull-based
framework we need to solve two challenges:
1. How to route the request from the vehicle to the nearest known infostation. This
requires a geographic routing protocol such as GeOpps (Chapter 2).
2. How to route the reply back to the moving vehicle: This is a very important
problem as it can take from milliseconds to minutes until the vehicle receives the
reply.
Although the rst step is fully answered in Chapter 2, the second step is very
challenging and still unanswered.
4.1 Motivation
In order to explain the functionality of pull-based dissemination we start by illustrating
a reference application that we will use throughout the chapter. Imagine users willing
to travel through a route they are not familiar with. The navigation system already
provides valuable help by indicating what path to follow, where to turn next and how
long to stay on a specic road. However, without auxiliary information such as imaging,
the task of nding the correct road to turn into or nding the desired point of interest
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(e.g., a shop or a restaurant) may remain challenging. This is even more true if there
are deviations due to temporary roadworks or accidents. Recent images of important
locations and the subsequent turns would further facilitate driving.
We envisage a system where data can explicitly be requested by drivers or implicitly
by the in-car system. An example of the interface that we have in mind is illustrated
in Figure 4.1 where the navigation system requested a fresh picture of a diversion,
possibly uploaded by another vehicle in the area. Similarly, vehicles can subscribe to
receive information (e.g, subscribe to receive any warnings about their route), and later,
when a matching occurs, local infostations can forward the matching notications.
We assume the existence of a WiFi infrastructure to which vehicles can sometimes
connect and which is connected to a central server: however, as we also explained in
the previous chapters, it is quite realistic to assume that no complete coverage of this
infrastructure exists.
We further assume that vehicles (or, better, their navigation systems) know the
location of the infostations and, at any point in time, they know which one is the
closest. When in need, a vehicle may request information for a specic location or point
on the route (possibly just tapping on a specic point on the screen displaying the
location of interest on the map). The request is then routed opportunistically through
other vehicles to the closest infostation. The reply is then routed back to the requesting
vehicle: the routing considers the fact that this will have progressed on its path. The
details of the routing protocols are distilled in Section 4.3.
Information (e.g. Images) about the relevant points can already be available on
the Internet, or can be uploaded dynamically on the server through an opportunistic
mechanism akin to the one just described. When the data requested are not available
on the server, they are sought by sending a query to the location of interest: the
query is routed to the location in the same way as a reply is (i.e., by reaching rst the
closest infostation and then opportunistically): when a vehicle in the relevant location
is reached, the in-car system collects the information and sends it back to the server in
the same way that an information query is sent.
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4.2 Pull Architecture
In this section we examine how we can design a framework that allows drivers to pull
information from a nearby infostation/location. Although these primitives are much
simpler than the ones of the push-based approach, the underlying semantics and proto-
cols are quite complex.
4.2.1 Primitives
There is only one basic primitive that this method exposes to the application:
request(request Query, gatewayLocation)
This primitive creates a query message Q to be forwarded to the specied gateway
location (e.g., the location of the nearest known infostation). Our framework will au-
tomatically include any information needed in order to route the query and the reply
back to the vehicle.
Furthermore, the query Q can be a set of subscriptions (e.g., subscribe to receive
warnings about the vehicle's route) that can later trigger a reply.
4.2.2 Semantics
In this section we present an overview of the pull mechanisms that are employed when
the request primitive is used. For sake of clarity we now illustrate how the approach
works in a simple scenario.
Lets assume that:
1. A vehicle v wants to receive images of a junction some miles ahead on its path.
These can, for instance, be requested automatically by the navigation system
periodically or prompted by a driver when needed.
2. The query Q is injected in the system which isolates the closest infostation and
issues a request message which will be routed to its geographic location. An ex-
ample is provided in Figure 4.2 where infostation C is selected as the closest to
the current position of the vehicle. The request message also contains V's sug-
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gested route to destination. This information can be extracted from the navigation
system.
3. The request message opportunistically (either by hopping from vehicle to vehi-
cle like in Chapter 2, or by being carried by the same car) reaches the closest
infostation and then the backbone.
4. When the reply R, containing the data requested, is ready, our system selects
an appropriate infostation to inject the answer into the vehicular network. This
infostation will be the one which is estimated to be the closest and beyond the
requesting vehicle V considering its route. Note that the infostation may not be
on the requesting vehicle's path as we will use vehicle-to-vehicle communication
to ll this gap. For example, in Figure 4.2 infostation B will be selected as it is
close to V's path and ahead of its route.
5. The reply R is then opportunistically routed (V2V) from the infostation to a point
on vehicle V's route. Our aim is to deliver R on the path ahead of the vehicle and
keep it there in order to maximise the chances of delivery. Furthermore, the reply
travels towards the vehicle (always on the path) so as to minimise delay.
In Figure 4.3 we show an example of how the reply is routed back to the vehicle
from an infostation which is not on the vehicle's path. Initially (Figure 4.3(a))
the information is routed from the selected infostation B to intercept the route of
the vehicle at point NP.
When the packet arrives at NP it then starts to move towards the vehicle but
always on the route. This is shown in Figure 4.3(b) where the packet is routed
from NP backwards along the route until it meets the vehicle at location L3.
6. Eventually, the vehicle is reached and the data delivered.
Our framework exploits the vehicle's navigation system i) to route informa-
tion/query into specic geographic locations by identifying the best carriers (i.e., those
nodes which have more chances of reaching the intended destination), ii) to route a
reply towards a predicted vehicle's position using the vehicular network iii) to keep it
on the requesting vehicle's path while moving it towards the vehicle.
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Figure 4.2: Infostations are represented by antennas while the shadowed areas represents
their transmissions range. L1 is the position of the vehicle when the query is generated.
4.3 Protocol Description
We now describe the protocol's steps in detail.
4.3.1 STEP 1: Query Routing
When a query is generated, the node selects the closest infostation indicated on its
map (e.g., infostation C in Figure 4.2) and creates a new message. If the infostation
is in range, the message is immediately transmitted to the infostation. Otherwise, the
message is kept on the vehicle until a neighbouring vehicle that is travelling closer to
the target infostation is found (as we saw in Chapter 2). Once the request is routed
to an infostation, it is then collected in a central location on the backbone, where it is
processed. The same protocol is also used to collect content (e.g., images) generated at
a vehicle, back to the server through the closest infostation.
4.3.2 STEP 2: Reply Infostation Selection
The reply is prepared by the server and contains the relevant data (e.g., images) which
has been previously collected, or which was requested on the y if not already available.
Once the reply is ready it will need to be routed to an infostation on the road network
so that the interested vehicle can be reached. As we described before, the information
about the route and position of the vehicle when the request was sent, which is pig-
gybacked on the request packet, and the information about predicted travelling times
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on roads, are used to determine the best infostation to receive the reply data. The
selected infostation is the one closest to the vehicle's predicted position and is chosen
to be beyond the vehicle's predicted position.
More precisely, to evaluate whether an infostation can potentially deliver the mes-
sage to the vehicle:
1. We calculate the Nearest Point (NP) on the route of the vehicle v to the infostation
(i.e., the closest point between the route of the vehicle and the infostation). An
example is given in Figure 4.3(a).
2. Calculate an estimation of the time tI needed to route the message from infostation
I to NP using the GeOpps METD utility (Section 2.2.2). In Figure 4.3(a), this
is the time required for the message to be routed from B to NP.
3. Calculate the time tv(I) when the vehicle will arrive at NP based on the infor-
mation from its navigation system (i.e., the time required for the vehicle to drive
from L2 to NP in Figure 4.3(a)).
4. An infostation I is considered if the time taken by the message to reach the
vehicle's route (tI) is shorter than the time the vehicle would take to reach this
point (tv(I)). If multiple infostations full these constraints, the one with the
lowest tv(I) is chosen in order to minimise the time for the vehicle to reach NP
(i.e., the infostation that can deliver the message earlier to the vehicle):
I = argmin
I
ftv(I)j8I : tI < tv(I)g (4.1)
Once the infostation is chosen, the reply message is routed there through the back-
bone network. An example is provided in Figure 4.3: infostation B is the closest info-
station to the vehicle route among those depicted in Figure 4.2 and, hence, the reply
originates there.
4.3.3 STEP 3: Reply Opportunistic Routing
Once the reply message is on the appropriate infostation, it will need to be routed to
the requesting vehicle. We consider two sub-steps: i) the message has to be routed
along the destination's path (Figure 4.3(a) ) and then ii) it has to be kept on it and
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(a) Intercepting route. (b) Keeping the message on route and moving
backwards.
(c) Neighbour selection when message is outside
destination's path.
(d) Neighbour selection when message is on desti-
nation's path.
Figure 4.3: Routing the reply. L2 and L3 indicate the vehicle's progressive positions.
NP is the nearest point between the vehicle's route and the infostation.
preferably moved backwards in order to maximise the probability to meet the vehicle
(Figure 4.3(b)).
The rst part is performed dierently to the forwarding of the request packet:
instead of routing a message to a specic point1, it is routed towards the whole desti-
nation's path.
This time, as you can see in Figure 4.3(c), there can be up to two nearest points:
NP1 on the neighbour's path and NP2 on destination's path 2. These two points are se-
lected to minimise the driving time between the two paths (dotted line in Figure 4.3(c)).
Then our framework estimates the driving time t1 required from the current position
to NP1 and, afterwards, the time t2 required from NP1 to NP2. If the message is
estimated to be at NP2 earlier than the vehicle-destination then it is considered for
1GeOpps is only used to deliver a packet to a specic geographic location.
2These two points can overlap when the two routes cross each other.
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forwarding.
The second sub-step starts once the reply has reached the path, it is presumably
beyond the vehicle's position (e.g., Figure 4.3(b)). Our target at this stage is primarily to
keep the message on the path to maximise the delivery ratio. Nevertheless, to minimise
delay, our framework hops the reply backwards on the requesting vehicle's route until
the vehicle is reached. When a vehicle carrying a reply meets a neighbour it evaluates
whether or not to forward a message based on how much the path of the neighbour
overlaps with the destination's:
1. It checks if the neighbour is on the requesting vehicle's path.
2. It nds the last waypoint P before it will deviate from the destination's path. This
is the earliest point on D0s route until which this carrier would hold the message
without drifting away from the destination's path (for example, in Figure 4.3(d)
the green vehicle (marked as N3) will stay on D's path until location N3). In case
of one-way roads P is usually the current location of the vehicles.
3. It estimates the time tvn it will take for the destination D to reach P (e.g., driving
time between D and N3 in the previous example).
4. It calculates its own last point Q before deviating and the time tv it will take for
the requesting vehicle to reach Q;
5. If tvn is lower than tv, then the neighbour is considered as better carrier and the
message is handed over. Intuitively, this means that the neighbour will carry the
message closer to D before deviating from D's route. In the one-way road case
described before, neighbours driving behind the current carrier will be preferred
because their current location is considered as the deviation point P.
An example is sketched in Figure 4.3(d). Once message M has reached the vehicle's
route (black dot in the picture), three dierent neighbours, respectively N1;N2;N3, are
available. Among these, N3 is selected because, as illustrated in Figure 4.3(d), it is
going in the right direction (i.e., towards the vehicle) and its expected route has a
higher overlap with the vehicle's one. Along the path, other neighbours may appear
and the message will be transferred to one of these if it is going closer to the destination
until the message is nally delivered. Sometimes it may occur that a vehicle holding
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the message is deviating from the destination's navigation path and there is no suitable
candidate. In this case, our protocol re-initiates the procedure to bring the message
back to the route as described above in the case of the infostation.
You can nd a more detailed and technical description of the algorithm in Fig-
ures 4.4 and 4.5.
4.3.4 Enhancements
The described protocol is based on the idea that the estimation of the travelling time
of vehicles is quite precise. Here we propose a mechanism to mitigate the existence of
errors in these estimations. As we have detailed above, when the vehicle sent the query,
it included information about its future route. Our framework uses this estimation to
predict the location of the vehicle and, eventually, route the reply back to it. However,
it might happen that the requesting vehicle is moving faster (or slower) than expected:
the reply will reach the NP and move backwards, but the vehicle will have passed NP
before the message reached it (or will still be very behind). The reply will continue
going backwards until it passes the point where, according to time estimates, it was
supposed to meet the requesting vehicle. To solve this, we introduce the following
fail-safe mechanisms. When the vehicle reaches the point where it detects that the
requesting vehicle should have already been met, it splits into two copies. Copy A will
continue moving backwards (for a little longer) just in case the estimates were wrong
and the vehicle was indeed still late. Copy B will start moving forward (i.e., opposite
direction) trying to catch up with the vehicle that is now estimated to be ahead3.
However, since the reply is expected to chase a vehicle going towards the same direction,
a more rapid (greedy) forwarding scheme is selected: the reply is just forwarded to any
neighbour that is on the path of the vehicle as long as it is moving \forwards". Again
the route of the requesting vehicle is used to make sure that the neighbour is making
progress towards the right route. This \greedy" forwarding results in a higher hop count
(since the reply is just forwarded every time a vehicle is a little closer) but increased
speed. A TTL on each message is also added to halt the propagation if the target
vehicle is not met within a given time.
It may happen that a reply gets lost due to transmission errors or an unexpected
3This mechanism ensures that at most there will be only two copies of the same reply in the system.
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Variables
 self: node's own id.
 ( x;  y): node's current position.
 R: node's route, expressed as a ordered list h(I1;t1);(I2;t2);:::;(Ir;tr)i of intersection points Ii
and (expected) arrival time ti.
 IS: the set of all infostations installed. Each infostation i 2 IS contains the id (i:ID) and the
geographic location i:(x;y).
 M: the message buer.
 : the time threshold.
 : the weight putting more emphasis on distance.
Messages
 CONTROL< ID;R;x;y >: the route advertisement of a node n. It contains:
ID: n's ID.
R: the expected route of n (taken by the navigation system).
x;y: n's current position.
 DATA< ID;Type;TTL;Rv;Did;Content >: this is a data packet stored in M. When a better
carrier is found it is forwarded n. It contains:
ID: a unique ID for this message.
Type: the type of the message. In this section Type = RouteReply(route on path).
TTL: the time to live. When this expires the message is discarded.
Rv: the destination's route.
Did: the destination's ID.
Content: the payload of the message (the data).
Functions
 send(m) ! n: send a unicast message m to neighbour n
 broadcast (msg): broadcast message m to all 1-hop neighbours
 deliver (msg): deliver message m to the application
 computeNP(R;x;y): nd the point (NP) on route R which is closest to the location (x;y)
 computeNP R(R1;R2): nd the point (NP) on route R1 which is closest to route R2
 computeIP R(R1;R2): nd the last point on route R1 before it deviates from R2
 computeETR(xa;ya;xb;yb): compute the estimated time requested (ETR) to opportunistically
move a message from A(xa;ya) to B(xb;yb)
 computeETR R(R;x;y): compute the estimated time requested (ETR) for a vehicle on route
R to reach (x;y)
Figure 4.4: Pseudo-code denitions of the pull-based algorithm.
change of route by the vehicle. In this case, the time-out on the vehicle's navigation
system would expire and a new query would be triggered.
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Part A. Infostation Selection (vehicle)
REPLY< Rv >
1: ^ {  ?
2: ^ t   1
3: for all i 2 IS do
4: (xn;yn)   computeNP(R;i:x;i:y)
5: t   computeETR(i:x;i:y;xn;yn)
6: tv   computeETR R(Rv;xn;yn)
7: if tv   t >  then
8: if tv < ^ t then
9: ^ {   i
10: ^ t   tv
11: return ^ {
Part B. Send packet on vehicle's route
receive CONTROL(< n;  R;  x;  y >:
1: for all m 2 M do
2: if ( x;  y) = 2 m:Rv then
3:  NP1   computeNP R(  R;m:Rv)
4:  NP2   computeNP R(m:Rv;  R)
5:  U   computeETR R(  R;  NP1) + computeETR(  NP1;  NP2)
6: NP1   computeNP R(R;m:Rv)
7: NP2   computeNP R(m:Rv;R)
8: U   computeETR R(R;NP1) + computeETR(NP1;NP2)
9: if  U < U then
10: send(m) ! n
11: else
12: if ( x;  y) 2 m:Rv then
13:  NP   computeIP R(m:Rv;  R)
14:  t   computeETR R(m:Rv;  NP)
15: NP   computeIP R(m:Rv;R)
16: t   computeETR R(m:Rv;NP)
17: if  t < tv then
18: send(m) ! n
Figure 4.5: Pseudo-code of the pull-based algorithm.
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4.4 Related Work
Previous work on routing protocols for vehicular networks (e.g., [Lebrun 05, Fubler 03])
mostly addresses the issue of delivering the message from a mobile vehicle to a xed
destination (i.e., a sink), while our system instead allows also for the information to be
routed back to a moving vehicle, once this has requested the information.
Other solutions [Ko 02, Maih ofer 04] perform a restricted ooding, called GeoCast-
ing, of the reply around the last location of the vehicle hoping that one of the copies
will actually reach the mobile destination. This, however, would signicantly increase
the overhead, thus making this approach infeasible for densely populated urban areas.
A large body of work recently appeared in the literature addressing this kind
of content dissemination in vehicular networks [Sormani 06, Korkmaz 04, Xu 04,
Dornbush 07, Eichler 06]. They use dierent versions of scoped epidemic protocols try-
ing to eventually deliver the message to the destination. Finally, inspired by the work
on geographic routing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks [Mauve 01, Maih ofer 04], position-
based routing protocols targeting vehicular networks also appeared in the literature,
e.g., [Lebrun 05, Zhao 04]. Unfortunately, none of these approaches fully satisfy our re-
quirements as all of them assume that the geographic position of the nal destination,
whether an area or a specic host, is known a priori. Vice versa, in our scenario, replies
must be forwarded to a mobile vehicle and, hence, its position is continuously changing.
Also, while most approaches oer a push-based interaction, we opted for a pull-driven
paradigm which seems to suit better the applications we target.
In the close research area of Delay Tolerant Networks [Jain 04], several routing
protocols have been devised to deliver messages in a store-and-forward fashion based on
opportunistic contacts [Shah 03, Zhao 04]. These protocols exploit dierent mechanisms
to route a message to the destination such as statistics of previous encounters, or precise
mobility schedules to nd the best routes. However, none of them has been specically
designed for vehicular networks and it is not clear how they can cope with the peculiar
mobility patterns of these networks.
Finally, some recent papers (e.g., Drive Through Internet [Ott 05, Bychkovsky 06]
and Cabernet [Eriksson 08]) focus on techniques to improve the 1-hop communication
between vehicles and infostations, by operating several optimisations at both the link
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layer and transport layer. While the goal of such work diers from ours, these techniques
are complimentary to our approach and integrating them in our framework is part of
our future research agenda.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we introduced the architecture and the protocols required to perform
pull-based content dissemination. Our framework allows vehicles to pull and receive
information from nearby infostations, eectively extending their range. The vehicles'
movement patterns, known through the navigation system, are exploited to allow timely
delivery of the content. We envisage that the navigation system will automatically
pull relevant content (using the navigation information) or implicit information that is
required by the drivers.
The Pull-based framework integrates completely with our Push-based approach
(Chapter 3) and our Geographic Opportunistic routing protocol (Chapter 2) to provide
one solution for routing and disseminating information in a hybrid vehicular network4.
In the next chapter we will see how we implemented and tested a prototype of this
framework.
4Notice that all these mechanisms require the same advertised information between neighbours
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Implementation and small scale evaluation
In this chapter we present the implementation that incorporates all three core compo-
nents of our framework 1) GeOpps, our geographic opportunistic routing component
(Chapter 2), 2) Push-based dissemination (Chapter 3) and 3) Pull-based dissemination
(Chapter 4). Furthermore we describe the results of a small-scale experiment that we
performed in the area of Cambridge-UK using a small number of vehicles. These exper-
iments are just a proof-of-concept and the results and observations helped us to tune
our simulation evaluation that is presented in the following chapter.
5.1 System Architecture
Our system provides a novel type of interaction between network protocols and the
vehicle's navigation system: our dissemination and routing strategies depend on navi-
gation data and, similarly, the navigation system can use the network to automatically
receive valuable information.
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Figure 5.1: System architecture.
Our proposed architecture, shown in Figure 5.1, is composed of a number of com-
ponents that interact: 1) The navigation system, 2) the geographic routing protocol,
3) the communication/dissemination protocols, 4) the network component and 5) the
application that is above our framework. We will now examine these components in
detail.
5.1.1 Application
Our framework provides a number of primitives to the application:
 publish(): to push information about an event in an area. This primitive, as we
analysed in Chapter 3, can take a number of parameters that assign the persistence
area, the dissemination time, etc.
 subscribe(): to express interests about a set of notications (e.g., gas prices).
 unsubscribe(): to remove interests.
 handle message(): the application can specify a call-back method to be invoked
whenever matching notications or the requested data are received.
 request(): to pull information from the backbone. Our system will automatically
route the request using direct connection or opportunistic routing.
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 route(): to route information to a specic geographic region. We exposed this
method to the application layer just for debugging purposes.
There are also a number of other, less important, functions exposed to the appli-
cation, however, we will not analyse these here (e.g., to list subscriptions, to perform a
local query about whether a subscription matches, etc).
5.1.2 Navigation System
The navigation system is a core part of our architecture. It holds the navigation in-
formation of the vehicle (suggested route, GPS position, estimated time required, map
database etc.). In addition to these existing functions, we implemented additional meth-
ods so as to provide the required API to the other components of our system:
 spatial match(): This engine is used to check whether a notication is relevant
to a specic location. Our framework is able to treat location as any type of con-
tent (e.g., publish(everybody in London)) can be mapped to the appropriate
geographic locations). Therefore, this module provides the mechanisms to search
the map database for a postcode, street name, city name, etc. and match this
context to specic geographic regions. Afterwards, it is able to determine whether
two locations (given as abstract context) overlap. We use the map to match lo-
cation to geographic co-ordinates and K-D trees to quickly perform the spatial
matching.
 calculate utility function between path and location(): This is used by
GeOpps in order to route a message (Chapter 2). As an input it accepts the
geographical destination of the message and the route of the vehicle. Afterwards,
the nearest point and the utility function are calculated with the aid of the map
database. Notice that this method is invoked twice when we want to compare the
utility between two vehicles.
 calculate utility between two paths() : This is used by our pull-based dis-
semination component to intercept the destination-vehicle's route.
 return navigation information(): We have added functionality that allows
information to be extracted such as the vehicle's suggested route, estimated time
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of arrival, the current speed and bearing, speed limits, intersections on the vehicle's
route, GPS location, etc.
5.1.3 Geographic Routing
The geographic routing component is invoked every time the vehicle holds a replica in
the message buer or when a vehicle has a message that needs to be routed to a specic
location or on a route. When an advertisement is received by one of the neighbours,
this component, with the aid of the navigation system, determines whether this vehicle
should keep or forward a stored message.
This module exposes these APIs:
 route(): When a message or a replica needs to be routed to a specic geographic
location this method registers this information to calculate the vehicle's utility and
compares it with any other neighbour. This is exposed directly to the application.
 route to path(): This is used when a message needs to be routed to another
vehicle's driving path (e.g., to intercept a vehicle as we saw in Chapter 4).
 keep on path(): This method is invoked when a message should be kept on a
route and moved towards the destination.
 handle message(): Used when a new message arrives to be routed. This com-
ponent decides if this host is the nal destination or if additional forwarding is
required. It then buers the message and routes it appropriately.
5.1.4 Content-Based Routing (CBR)
This component supplies the application with the calls to handle a node's interests.
Additionally, it determines whether a notication is relevant to this vehicle. Here we
implement the CBR matching engine with the help of the navigation system's spatial-
matching component. When a new matching notication is received it forwards the
message to the application. This module exposes the following methods:
 notify call-back(): The application can register a call back for a matching
notication.
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 subscribe(): Handles subscriptions and interests from the application.
 unSubscribe(): Handles un-subscriptions.
 match(): To evaluate whether the context of a message is matching. This method
evaluates whether the vehicle is a subscriber, a non-subscriber or if it was already
notied.
 handle message(): This is called when a new message arrives through the com-
munication module or the application. This module evaluates whether the noti-
cation should be further forwarded down for dissemination or up to the appli-
cation. Furthermore, if a new notication was generated it allocates the required
replicas and hands them over to the routing component.
5.1.5 Communication
This component is responsible for handling the exchanged messages. It automatically
advertises the vehicle's interests, routes, and known notications. It is also used to
forward the required messages and replicas with the aid of the routing component and
to lter out the incoming information.
This component exposes the following methods:
 handle CONTROL message(): When a new neighbour advertisement is received
from the network component, this module examines the message buer to de-
termine if there are any messages that should forwarded to the neighbour. The
message dispatcher is responsible to query the upper layers in order to make this
decision.
 add data message(): Adds a new message to the buer. This can be either
invoked from the network component (i.e., a message received from another host)
or from the upper modules (i.e., the content based routing and the geographic
routing component). Notice that the message might need further routing (i.e., a
replica). Additionally, it will notify the upper layers if a matching notication
arrives, or if the message has reached its nal destination.
 query buffer(): Used to evaluate if a message or a notication has been already
received and to receive a list of the buer's messages.




Replicas Left to Create Nrep
Publication time Tstart, Tend
Message content m





Notication Message (encapsulated) m
Table 5.2: Replica message. Please note that it encapsulates a notication message.
The message dispatcher module coordinates the handling of all the dierent types
of messages and calls the appropriate modules (CBR, geographic routing, etc).
5.1.6 Network
The network can be any type of wireless network that supports broadcasts to neighbours
(e.g., 802.11b). It is forwarding the received information to the communication compo-
nent to further handle it. Various types of messages can be handled by this component.
You can nd their content in tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4.
5.2 Implementation
We implemented our framework in C# 3.0 using the Microsoft MapPoint 2006 platform.
An application screenshot of our prototype is shown in Figure 5.7. The main window
(Figure 5.7(a)) displays the current route of the vehicle augmented with information
that was opportunistically disseminated as described in the previous sections. MapPoint
provides information such as route waypoints, list of intersections, street names, speed
limits, and the estimated time of arrival at each waypoint.
The left side window provides the interface to i) route a message to a specic
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Sender ID Sid
Sender Location (used for reply) Sx;Sy or Route(< W1;T1 >;< W2;T2 > :::)
Receiver ID (can be ANY) Rid
Message ID Nid
Destin. Type (Location, Route) Dtype
Destination Dx;Dy or Route(< W1;T1 >;< W2;T2 > :::)
Destin. Thresh. (if Rid = ANY ) Dr
Hop Count Hops
Payload Message m
Table 5.3: Routing Message.
Vehicle ID (can be random or temporary) Vid
Vehicle's Route Route(< W1;T1 >;< W2;T2 > :::)
Interest/Subscription set < S1;S2;::: >
List of Known Notications < N1;N2;::: >
Table 5.4: Vehicle advertising Message.
location (GeOpps), ii) Publish (push) information, iii) pull information by rstly routing
the request to a known location (infostation) and later receiving the reply back on the
vehicle's route. Finally, it allows the user to dene interests (subscriptions).
For experimental purposes, we enable the user to select a picture from the local
le system or take a new picture by means of the connected webcam (emulating the
behaviour of a vehicle updating pictures to an infostation), or just typing the text
that needs to be disseminated. The user also denes the POI and dissemination areas.
Similarly, we allow the user to request information for a specic location or subscribe
to receive information about the vehicle's route etc.
The calculation map window (depicted in Figure 5.7(b)) shows insights about the
forwarding process. For each message in the buer, the system computes the utility
function of the current host and compares it with the utility function values of every
neighbour, based on the route piggybacked in the neighbour's advertisement. In the
example reported in Figure 5.7(b), both the host and the neighbour are located in
position 1 while the message should be delivered to position 3. In this case, the current
host has a better utility (i.e., a lower Minimum Estimated Time of Delivery) than the
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neighbour because its route exhibits a larger overlap with the message's one. This is
shown in the two bottom windows where the dark line represents the route of the host
(resp. the neighbour) whereas the light line indicates the ideal route of the message.
Hence, the host should keep the message until a better neighbour, i.e., one with a lower
utility, is encountered.
Location information are provided by the GPS component. To this end, we im-
plemented a simple NMEA parser that reads data from any serial port (most USB or
Bluetooth receivers support this). We extract all possible GPS information like loca-
tion, bearing, speed, and global time. We use this information both to update the
vehicle's location in the Navigation System and to provide accurate location and time
information to the framework.
As for network communication, we relied on an unmodied TCP/IP stack and
therefore any 802.11a/b/g card can be used. While more ecient and tailored solutions
(e.g., the upcoming 802.11p MAC layer) could be put in place, our aim was to show the
feasibility of the approach, rather than providing a fully-edged implementation. Yet,
as discussed in the next section, the results we obtained from our prototype are good
enough to make IEEE 802.11g with o-the-shelf network cards a viable option even for
a market release.
To advertise the route of the vehicle and its interests, periodically every node
transmits a UDP packet. Nearby vehicles receive the advertisement and evaluate which
packets in the buer are to be transferred (either because a subscription is matching,
or because a replica/message needs to be routed due to a better utility value).
Selected messages are then transmitted using TCP unicast. If the TCP connection
is lost we try to re-establish the connection up to three times. If the connection is still
not possible the transmission may continue only if another advertisement is received.
5.3 Experimental Evaluation
In order to assess the actual feasibility and eciency of our approach, we evaluated the
implementation described in the previous section in dierent road scenarios. Unfortu-
nately, due to the intrinsic diculties of setting up a large scale vehicular test bed, we
restrict our analysis to measure the exchange performance when two vehicles encounter
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System Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz Laptops
Operating System Windows XP SP2
Radio Type 802.11a
Radio Channel Pre-assigned to 52 (modied driver)
Channel Scanning Disabled (modied driver)
Atheros Sleep Timers Disabled (modied driver)
Rate Adaptation Algorithm Default Atheros
IP Pre-assigned (no DHCP)
BSSID Pre-assigned (modied driver)
Antenna External Omni-Directional 3db
GPS external NMEA USB/BT Receiver
Message Buer Limit Memory Limited to 2GB
Route Advertise Interval 1 second
Advertise Msg: Max Number of Subscriptions 30
Advertise Msg: Max Number of Known Notif. 30
Route Update Interval 10 second
Utility Function Re-Eval. Angle Threshold 10 deg
Utility Function Re-Eval. Time Threshold 20 second
Utility Value  0.5
Table 5.5: Experimental Settings.
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(a) Highway (120km/h). (b) Urban (50km/h). (c) City (30km/h).
Figure 5.2: Testbed locations.
Figure 5.3: Relative speed.
each other. The correctness and eciency of the protocol in large-scale settings are
instead thoroughly evaluated by simulation in the next section.
In our experiments we leveraged o two cars equipped with Dual Core Intel based
laptops running Windows XP with Atheros 802.11 cards and external GPS receivers.
The laptops, operating in ad hoc mode, had pre-dened IPs (no DHCP) and network
settings. You can nd detailed settings in Table 5.5.
We selected three dierent locations in order to represent three recurring scenarios
in vehicular networks: highway, urban and city (see Figure 5.2). For each location
we designed two dierent experiments: one with the two vehicles going in opposite
directions and the other with a static laptop, representing an infostation, and a mobile
vehicle. Each experiment was executed multiple times and median results are presented
here.
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Figure 5.4: Connection Time.
Figure 5.5: Transferred Data.
This represents the worst case for our protocol as the connection between the two
vehicles lasts only a handful of seconds. Conversely, in the most favourable case, the
two vehicles are proceeding in the same direction and, hence, the connection can last
for several minutes, thus allowing for much larger exchange.
For each of the scenarios we created a number of notications about various loca-
tions. We pre-selected these locations so that when the vehicles meet a large number
of messages should be evaluated and forwarded (i.e. there are always enough data to
forward).
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Figure 5.6: Average Throughput.
5.3.1 Highway
Our rst experiment was carried out on a main highway with the two vehicles travelling
at speeds up to 120km/h which yielded an average relative speed of 229 km/h and an
average connection time of 13.1s in the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) experiment and 18s in
the vehicle-to-infostation (V2I) one (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4).
This represents a very challenging scenario because the channel coherence time
is very short and the rate adaptation algorithms are often taking the wrong decision.
In fact, we noticed that our Atheros driver frequently overestimated the broadcast
rates leading to lost packets and TCP ACKs that required re-initialisation of the TCP
connection.
Nonetheless, as reported in Figure 5.5, the amount of data exchange is still signi-
cant. We could transfer 6.5MB per pass in the V2V experiment and 14MB in the V2I
conguration.
Note that these results also account for the time required to perform the initial
content matching and evaluate the utility functions. The setup time (the time required
between receiving the rst advertisement and starting to transmit the rst packet) was
0.83s. Apart from the setup time, no further delay due to processing was noticeable
because these calculations were performed in parallel to the transmission.
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5.3.2 Urban
For the urban scenario we selected a suburban area with very few buildings that are
far from the road, thus minimising the impact of interference and fading eects. The
average relative speed between vehicles in our V2V experiment was 85 km/h while 46
km/h was the average speed in the V2I experiment (the road-trac conditions were
average). Connection times are signicantly higher than the highway scenario reaching
up to 31s for the V2I. This favourably increases the volumes of data exchanged, allowing
to transfer 17MB between vehicles and 34MB to the infostation.
5.3.3 City
Finally, we evaluated our approach in a busy and densely populated road with two
storey terraced houses on each side of the road. The average relative speed during our
experiments was 51km/h between the two vehicles and 26km/h with the infostation
resulting in connection times of 31 and 51 seconds respectively. The very low speeds
and the reections from the houses led to an impressive volume of transferred data.
Vehicles exchanged 31MB and managed to transfer to the infostation 56MB.
5.4 Conclusions
We have designed and implemented our framework using .NET and Microsoft Visual
Studio. This system provides a proof-of-concept and a powerful platform for the de-
velopment of network protocols and applications that can interact with the navigation
system to get navigation information, exploit the map database, and acquire accurate
location information using GPS and the network at the same time.
We tested our framework in six possible scenarios that provide typical examples
of vehicle interaction. These tests allow us to get an intuition of the technical issues
that might arise in a real implementation and gain some experience about the transfer
speeds that we might be able to achieve when our system is used. The performance is
quite satisfactory and establishes the plausibility of such a system.
In the next chapter we further examine the correctness and the performance of our
framework in a simulated large scale environment. We transferred the experience gained
from these experiments to tune our simulations to make them as realistic as possible.
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(a) Navigation/Application window.
(b) Utility calculation window.
Figure 5.7: Prototype implementation.
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Large Scale Evaluation
In this chapter we discuss the methodology followed to prove the validity of our approach
and evaluate its performance in large scale settings over several simulated scenarios,
generated from realistic vehicular traces.
Simulation oers the opportunity to test our protocols using a large number of
simulated vehicles, in dierent scenarios and under dierent parameters. Furthermore,
it is a widely used and established method for the evaluation of MANETs.
We used the experience gained from the real implementation to make the simula-
tions as realistic as possible i) by tuning the 802.11 radio settings, 2) by avoiding making
unrealistic assumptions (for example about what information each vehicle can access,
about how accurate it is, or about how quickly some calculations may be performed).
Furthermore, we use realistic mobility models in the simulation to add credibility to the
evaluation scenarios.
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6.1 Simulation
In this section we present the simulator tools that we used, the mobility patterns of the
simulated vehicles, our methodology and simulator settings.
6.1.1 Simulator
To simulate our framework and protocols realistically, we used OMNet++ [Varga 01,
OMNET++ 09], which is a popular discrete event simulation environment. Its primary
application area is the simulation of communication networks. OMNet++ provides a
component architecture where components (modules) are programmed in C++, then
assembled into larger components and modules that communicate by message pass-
ing through gates and connections. It provides advanced user interfaces that visualise
the model and allow control over simulation execution. These interfaces also facilitate
demonstration of how a model works. Additionally, the core framework provides basic
modules that can be extended in order to implement our own modules (e.g., applica-
tion layer, middleware, mac layer, etc.). Furthermore, we used the mobility framework
plug-in [Drytkiewicz 03] which supports node mobility, dynamic connection manage-
ment and a wireless channel model, that are essential to simulate a hybrid vehicular
network.
We selected OMNet++ for several reasons. First, it is exible enough to simulate
any network environment. Its modular architecture allows us to implement and simulate
from a simple algorithm to a complete middleware framework. Moreover, the graphical
interface, the statistics libraries and the C++ programming language enabled us to
easily set-up any simulation scenario and collect the results. Additionally, there are a
lot of plug-ins that can be used for the simulation (like the mobility framework, parsers
for mobility models etc.). Finally, it is open source and free for academic use.
In order to accurately evaluate our protocols in the context of vehicular network-
ing, it would not make much sense to use any random mobility model [Camp 02]. We
have evaluated our approach by using trac traces generated by a multi-agent micro-
scopic trac simulator (MMTS) developed by K.Nagel at ETH, Zurich [Naumov 06,
Traces 09]. MMTS models the behaviour of people living in the area, reproducing their
movement. Travel plans are based on road congestion, which in turn depends on travel
plans. These traces contain mobility patterns of 260,000 vehicles over real road maps
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(a) City (3x3km). (b) Urban (3x3km).
(c) Rural(3x3km). (d) MMTS traces for Zurich and surrounding high-
ways.
Figure 6.1: Simulation scenarios.
in the canton of Zurich within a period of 24 hours. Furthermore, they contain dense
populated areas (the city of Zurich) and the surrounding highways, which enable us to
run our simulations in dierent settings (Figure 6.1(d)).
Additionally, we used the GMSF generator [GMSF 09] to produce GIS trac-light
traces for the rural, urban and city scenarios, which have ner granularity (3x3km).
Although these traces are not based on realistic people behaviour, they oer much
higher granularity by providing mobility information on much more detailed maps.
Consequently, the scenarios considered are:
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 City scenario: High vehicle and street density scenario where up to 880 vehicles
are concurrently present (default 700). Average speed is 20km/h and maximum
is 60km/h. An example of this is provided in Figure 6.1(a).
Furthermore, we used a larger 50x50km scenario that contains the centre of
Zurich (part of Figure 6.1(d)). In this scenario up to 2000 vehicles are in the
simulation area at the same time and more than 25.000 vehicles participate in
each experiment. We mainly used this scenario to evaluate our routing protocols
as it allows routing of information to distant areas.
 Urban scenario: Medium street and vehicle density. 420 Vehicles are present at
the same time (default). Maximum speed is 60km/h but average speed is 25km/h
(Figure 6.1(b)).
 Rural scenario: This is a low density scenario where only 100 vehicles are concur-
rently present. In the scenario of Figure 6.1(c). Average speed is 28km/h (max is
60km/h).
 Highway scenario: This is a much larger 50x50km area as illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.15(m). We extracted this scenario by selecting a highway from the Zurich
traces 6.1(d) and dierent times of the day. The simulation includes a default
830 concurrent vehicles. The average speed is higher than the previous scenarios
(93km/h) and the highest 120km/h.
6.1.2 Simulation Settings
Although some settings change from one experiment to the other (depending on the
parameter that we evaluate each time), here we will present our default settings:
First of all, we use the 802.11 [IEEE 03] wireless radio interface. We used this ra-
dio interface because it is similar to the new 802.11p standard (Wireless Access for the
Vehicular Environment or WAVE) and because it is already widely used both for simu-
lation and in real life. Furthermore, we set the TX power and the attenuation settings
in order to match the measured connection distances and times that we observed during
the implementation testing. More specically, the average range where communication
is possible is 250m in every direction (we only set the TX power and the antenna gain on
the simulation). Additionally, all the broadcasts occur on the same frequency channel.
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OMNet++ is responsible for handling any collisions and retransmissions. Additionally,
the position of each vehicle is updated every 1s (based on the traces). The default
TTL for the messages is set to 1800sec (30min) and the default neighbour advertising
interval is 10sec. Finally, the default  value is 0.5 which, as we will show, strikes a
good balance between making robust carrier choices and minimising delivery delay.
For the individual settings of the routing component, the push and pull based
dissemination, refer to Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 respectively.
6.1.3 Simulation Goals
The goals of our simulation can be summarised below:
 Measure the performance of our protocols in terms of delivery ratio, delay, resource
consumption, etc.
 Measure the sensitivity of our protocol for various settings (density, number of
vehicles, dissemination area sizes, number of infostations, number of vehicles with
suggested routes, mobility patterns, etc.).
 Compare our results with existing solutions.
To make the simulation results statistically signicant we simulated the same set-
tings at least 20 times and averaged the results (more if there was high variance).
6.1.4 Assumptions
There are some assumptions that we made when we designed these simulations. First,
we assumed that hosts can potentially broadcast a message to all their neighbours within
a given range: the range depends on the signal to noise ratio but there were no obstacles
or directional antennas. Furthermore, there are no hardware failures, nodes that become
oine due to power depletion. There were no malicious nodes or non-cooperative nodes.
we also assume that hosts can acquire their geographic location with reasonable accuracy
(e.g. 10 meters) as we also veried from our implementation.
In the following three sections we will present our results. We run independent
simulations for each of the three components of our framework. This allows us to
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evaluate their performance more accurately as it allows us to focus on each protocol
separately.
Therefore, in Section 6.2 we present the results of our geographic opportunistic
protocol presented in Chapter 2. In the following section (Section 6.3) we show the
results of our push-based dissemination protocol (Chapter 3) whereas in Section 6.4 we
analyse the performance of the pull-based approach (Chapter 4).
6.2 Simulation Results: Geopps
To evaluate GeOpps, apart from implementing the routing protocol in the simulation
environment we also emulated the navigation system. We compare our protocol with
two other approaches: Location-Based Greedy routing and the MoVe routing algorithm:
 Location-Based Greedy: A DTN variation of existing location-based greedy algo-
rithms [Zhao 04, Mauve 01] where the packet is forwarded to the neighbour that
is closest 1 to the destination (if closer than the position of the current carrier).
This process is repeated until the message reaches its destination. The messages
are stored in a innite buer, until they expire. When local minima are reached
the vehicle either keeps the message (until its mobility patterns help to escape)
or we can use GPSR [Karp 00] to go around the obstacle. We have implemented
both these methods for our simulations but we present the results with perimeter
mode enabled, as it achieves better delivery ratio in high-density scenarios.
 MoVe [Lebrun 05] uses information about relative velocities of the current vehicle
and its neighbours to predict the closest distance that the vehicles are predicted
to get to the destination, following their current trajectories (straight-line paths).
More specically, we measure the angle a between the current trajectory of a
neighbour a and the destination D. The neighbour that minimises this angle is
given the packet. Similarly, an innite buer is used to store messages until they
expire.
The notication packet payload size is set to 10Kb and the route advertise message
is 60 bytes. The mobility framework also adds the 802.11b broadcast headers to these
1In terms of Euclidean distance
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messages.
During the simulation, 1,000 random vehicles are selected and from each, a packet
is sent through each of the three protocols to the same destination D. These packets
are then routed using the three algorithms. We measure the delivery ratio, hop count
and delay. To calculate the nearest point and evaluate the utility we use the simplied
version described in Section 2.2. Vehicles always follow their suggested routes and poll
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Figure 6.3: Delivery delay for dierent  values.
Before evaluating GeOpps we will examine how the  parameter, used in our utility
function (Section 2.2.2), aects its performance. In Figure 6.2 we show the delivery ratio
for dierent  values, ranging between 0 and 1. When  is 0, we only take into account
how close the candidate message-carrier will drive compared to the packets destination
D. As expected, in this case the delivery ratio is very high, as we make solid choices, by
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Figure 6.5: Delivery ratio for dierent densities.
preferring carriers that will drive closer to D. However, we completely ignore how fast
they will get there (e.g., they may select a sub-optimal route or they might be driving
very slow). On the other extreme, when  is 1, we only examine whether the driving
distance between the carrier and D is minimised. In other words, we only evaluate if
the carrier is on the optimal path and not if it will eventually drive close to D (similarly
to VADD [Zhao 06]). Therefore, we believe that using  = 1 is not a good choice in
terms of delivery ratio.
In terms of delay, as we see in Figure 6.3 , when  is close to 1 we observe a drop
in performance (higher delay) due to the fact that making less robust choices is causing
the messages to delay in reaching their destination. There is a special case when  = 0:
only the distance between the nearest point NP and the messages destination D is
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Figure 6.7: Average packet delay for dierent network densities. Smaller is better.
considered. In this case the messages do not hop forward when more vehicles share the
same NP and it will be only routed using the carriers mobility speed, unless a vehicle
travelling closer to D is found. In our experience, values between 0.3 and 0.7 seem
to exhibit the best results in terms of both delivery ratio and delay. And this is why
we choose the value 0.5 for our following experiments as an eort to strike a balance
between selecting a robust carrier that might be sub-optimal in terms of delay, or a
less-robust carrier that drives via the shortest path.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the cumulative number of packets delivered within a certain
time after sending. More specically, we send all the messages at the same time (from
various locations), and we measure how many messages where delivered after the eval-
uated time period.
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Figure 6.9: Delivery ratio for dierent percentages of vehicles that shared navigation
information (penetration of navigation systems).
We observe that GeOpps is able to deliver nearly 98% of the packets within twenty
minutes in the large-scale scenario. At the same time, Greedy delivered 72% of the
packets whereas MoVe 53%. These results indicate that GeOpps can deliver the vast
majority of the packets to the nal destination. MoVe shows poor performance due
to the fact that the current trajectories of the vehicles do not actually indicate their
nal destination because vehicles have to follow the road topology. Greedy delivers
some of the packets quickly (mainly packets generated near the destination) but the
total delivery ratio is only 73% because of the highly partitioned (and mobile) vehicular
network (messages sent from remote -not directly connected- areas were not delivered).
In fact, GeOpps delivers 73% of messages earlier than greedy. Also note that initially,
Greedy delivers packets faster than GeOpps (the rst 250 packets). This occurs because
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these are packets that are generated near the destination that greedy is able to quickly
deliver whereas in our case GeOpps prefers more reliable, but slightly slower, forwarding
decisions by only selecting vehicles that report that they will actually drive closer to
the destination D (and this is why GeOpps is able to eventually deliver the majority of
the packets).
In Figure 6.5, we have plotted the delivery ratio of the algorithms for varying den-
sities (TTL is 1800sec). Greedy shows acceptable performance only in dense networks
(peak-time) due to the fact that it requires the presence of neighbours that are closer
and closer to the nal destination. In fact, MoVe outperforms Greedy in sparse road
trac conditions where trajectory information is more important than the position of
the neighbours. However, GeOpps is able to outperform both algorithms in any net-
work condition. It is adequate to nd only one vehicle that will carry the message to
its destination and thus, it is not required to have very frequent encounters like Greedy
and MoVe. More encounters increase the probability of nding an ideal carrier.
We can further support this observation by evaluating the number of hops required
to deliver a message, shown in Figure 6.6. We notice that the number of hops required for
Greedy is much higher than for the other two algorithms, because it constantly attempts
to forward the message to neighbours that are closer to the destination. However,
GeOpps requires only a few encounters before nding a vehicle that drives near to the
destination of the packets. Furthermore, this number does not depend on the density
of the network but only on the road topology (e.g., the probability of nding a vehicle
that is going close to the destination of the packet in this road segment).
Additionally, Figure 6.7 depicts the average delay of delivered packets. As we can
see, the delay of our algorithm is lower than that of the other two algorithms which is
another indication that the minimisation of utility value is eective. Furthermore, the
delay drops as the density increases because the probability to nd a better carrier is
higher and because the packets hop to leading vehicles as we discussed in Section 2.2.3.
MoVe delay increases because in low density situations the direction information is more
important than location (thus MoVe is better than Greedy). As density increases more
and more messages are delivered even from further away resulting in higher delivery
delay. Greedy requires a dense network to deliver messages. The higher the density the
less messages are likely to be trapped in areas and the larger distance they cover per
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hop.
Figure 6.9 indicates the delivery ratio for dierent penetration of navigation sys-
tems. When we compare the delivery ratio of Greedy and MoVe using 2000 vehicles 2
to GeOpps using only 200 vehicles (10% of the drivers use their NS), we notice that
GeOpps still delivers more packets (about 80% compared to 70% of Greedy). This oc-
curs due to the fact that GeOpps uses Greedy as a failsafe method (when no navigation
information is available) and further improves delivery when there is.
Finally, Figure 6.8 demonstrates the transmission overhead of the messages for
various packet sizes including overheads. As we can see the message overhead of Greedy
is high due to the fact that packets require a high number of hops before delivery. The
results indicate that our algorithm is able to deliver almost 99% of large packets with
less than one fth the overhead of Greedy.
6.3 Simulation Results: Push-Based Dissemination
For this scenario we disseminate a number of notications considering one specic loca-
tion of the map (POI). We analysed our protocol under a synthetic load of both auto-
matic and custom subscriptions. In particular, for automatic subscriptions, all vehicles
with planned routes intersecting the POI are considered subscribers. This is the typical
situation with trac warnings, which are of interest to any vehicle en route towards the
aected destination. Conversely, custom subscriptions (e.g., hotel or restaurants) are
not relevant for everybody but will involve only a fraction of vehicles travelling towards
the POI.
In the default conguration the advertise interval is equal to 10 s and we have 10
replicas. Each simulation lasts for 2 hours of simulated time and results are averaged
over multiple runs.
To put our work in the context of related eorts and to capture the trade-
os involved, we compared our solution with an epidemic approach, reminiscent
of [Vahdat 00], in which all nodes store each message received and re-broadcast it to all
neighbours, which have not heard that message yet.
2Notice that Greedy and Move do not require any navigation information (just the position/bearing
of the vehicle). Therefore we assume that all the 2000 vehicles participate
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Hereafter, we will rst present results achieved in the city-base scenario, with and
without infostations, as this represents the more challenging case for our protocol, given
the complex road topology. Then, we will show the performance obtained in the urban,
rural, and highway scenarios to demonstrate the suitability of our approach for dierent
environments.
In all our experiments, we measured the delivery ratio, expressed as the fraction of
subscribers that successfully received the messages; and the network overhead, dened
as the number of transmissions received per minute by each vehicle.
Infostations: As a rst experiment, we focus on a fully infrastructure-based scenario in
which the persistence area is instrumented with several infostations. Our goal is twofold:
on one hand we want to demonstrate the correctness of our protocol and on the other
hand we want to assess the impact of the additional opportunistic dissemination in such
a scenario (where any vehicle that heard the information can further spread it). To this
end, in Figure 6.10(a) we measured the delivery ratio of our protocol under two dierent
congurations, i.e., with and without opportunistic dissemination.
Remarkably, through the opportunistic dissemination introduced in Section 3.3.2,
delivery is above 90% even with just one infostation. On the other hand, if oppor-
tunistic dissemination is not used, at least 14 infostations are needed to achieve similar
performance. This is a prominent result as it proves that even in a fully infrastructured
environment, opportunistic dissemination represents an improvement to our approach.
Indeed, although the network overhead does not change with the number of infostations
(see Figure 6.10(b)), still resorting to opportunistic dissemination enables the reduction
of the number of infostations, thus simplifying their deployment.
Ad-hoc: Despite the above results, assuming a widespread availability of infostations
is unrealistic in many scenarios. Hence, to ensure ecient content-based dissemina-
tion in hybrid scenarios, as those targeted in this paper, it is fundamental to support
infrastructure-less communication. In our work, this is achieved by means of the ad-hoc
persistence solution, described in Section 3.3.3. To avoid any bias and to isolate the con-
tribution, in the rest of this section we assume that no infostation is present and that all
communication relies on vehicle-to-vehicle technology. In the case of semi-infrastructure
environments, we can have an interplay of the two approaches.







































































(b) Overhead (high density).
Figure 6.10: Number of Infostations.
Number of Replicas: The rst parameter we explore is the number of replicas created
to guarantee the persistence of the message within the specied area. Also, as we did in
the infostation scenario, to assess the impact of the opportunistic dissemination, we run
two dierent versions of our protocol: the former relying only on replicas to disseminate
messages and the latter exploiting also the opportunistic routing. Since results strongly
depend on the density of vehicles, we tested it both in a low and high density scenario
(200 and 700 vehicles).
Results in Figure 6.11(a) conrm our claims. When the density is high, even a
small number of replicas is sucient to achieve a high delivery. Interestingly, however,
this result is due to the combination of two dierent strategies: the ad-hoc persistence
and the opportunistic dissemination. Indeed, when the opportunistic dissemination is














































































(b) Overhead (high density).
Figure 6.11: Number of Replicas - High Density.
not used, the delivery drops to 50%, unless many more replicas are introduced. This
however, as shown in Figure 6.11(b), generates a signicant overhead. Indeed, to achieve
the same delivery of 80%, 9 replicas are needed without opportunistic dissemination
(instead of just 1) with almost doubled overhead (0.7 against 0.4 broadcasts per minute).
Notably, the opportunistic dissemination only slightly aects the overhead because most
of it is due to keeping replicas in the persistence area. Furthermore, if opportunistic
dissemination is not used, even a high number of replicas does not bring signicant
improvements to the delivery.
In case of low density (Figure 6.12), as expected, the overall improvement provided
by the opportunistic dissemination decreases as there are fewer vehicles around. Hence,
the main transmissions will occur from replica carriers and this explains why the de-














































































(b) Overhead (low density).
Figure 6.12: Number of Replicas - Low Density.
livery is mainly impacted by the number of replicas. Nevertheless, the opportunistic
dissemination is still useful because it yields an improvement in terms of delivery ratio
regardless of how many replicas are used (Figure 6.12(a)).
Looking at these results, one might argue that the main contribution to the message
delivery comes from the opportunistic dissemination while the ad-hoc persistence plays
only a marginal role. This, however, is strongly contradicted by performance achieved
with zero replicas, both in the high density and, especially, in the low density scenarios.
Indeed, in the former, opportunistic dissemination alone delivers the message only to
70% of subscribers while in the low density scenarios only 30% of subscribers are noti-
ed. This is consistent with the conclusions drawn above: opportunistic dissemination
provides a valuable contribution only in dense scenarios while in sparse scenarios it
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becomes less useful. Nevertheless, even in dense networks, to get reasonable results, it
must be coupled with a persistence strategy since, otherwise, if the message disappears
from the area, by no means can later subscribers be notied.
The results in the high density scenario (Figure 6.11(a)) closely resemble the ones
with infostations in Figure 6.10(a). Not surprisingly, however, overall performance is
slightly worse: This behaviour stems from the fact that now replicas are hosted on
vehicles, as opposed to infostations. Hence, even non-subscribers play a key role to
ensure proper persistence, by continuously passing replicas from one vehicle to another.
Delivery of subscribers is also aected because in some cases, replicas may abandon their
homeZones (e.g., because no alternative carriers were found). Consequently, incoming
subscribers may miss the notication, thus demanding more replicas to be in place.
Advertise Interval: Advertise interval is a complementary parameter with respect
to the number of replicas. If we keep the number of replicas xed, we can reduce the
advertise interval to improve the message delivery. In this way, the probability for a
subscriber to miss a replica is lower because subscribers advertise their interests more
frequently.
This property is charted in Figure 6.13 in which we studied the protocol behaviour
over dierent advertise intervals. As described above, decreasing the advertise interval
is benecial to the delivery which increases to almost 100% (here we used 10 replicas).
Interestingly, the improvement in terms of delivery is more evident when opportunistic
dissemination is not used: without opportunistic dissemination, missing a replica is
far more critical because the chances to encounter another one are few. Conversely,
opportunistic dissemination alleviates this issue since messages can be obtained also
from other vehicles and not exclusively from replica carriers.
Note, however, that reducing the advertise interval comes at a cost. Beside incre-
menting the advertisements per minute, it increments the overall number of broadcasts
received. Indeed, given that information about nearby vehicles is more accurate, repli-
cas will hop more frequently from one vehicle to another because better carriers are
found. This explains why the number of broadcasts exhibits a steep trend as soon as
the advertise interval gets small.
Custom Subscriptions: Thus far, we concentrated our attention only on automatic











































































(b) Overhead (high density).
Figure 6.13: Advertise Interval.
subscriptions. Nevertheless, a prominent feature of our approach is the ability to incor-
porate also drivers' interests, which are not necessarily shared by all other drivers. To
model this scenario, we assume that only a fraction  of vehicles going towards the POI
are interested in the message and we analyse our protocol under dierent values of 
(see Figure 6.14).
Remarkably, as reported in Figure 6.14(a) our protocol shows high event delivery,
even for small values of . This means that regardless of the fraction of subscribers,
our protocol ensures that the vast majority (e.g., 90% for  =10%) of them receives
the message. Furthermore, we also observe that when there are more subscribers, the
message overhead increases. This veries that low interest messages are spread less than
more popular ones (i.e., the spread/overhead depends on the interest about an event).
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(b) Overhead (high density).
Figure 6.14: Custom Subscriptions.
These charts demonstrate the high exibility of our protocol, which is able to be
tuned to network conditions and to selectively contact almost only intended subscribers.
Distribution: In all previous charts, we focused on the city scenario, since this rep-
resented the most challenging test. Nevertheless, to carefully evaluate our protocol,
we experimented also with other traces, available at [GMSF 09], representative of an
urban, a highway, and a rural scenario and compared them with results obtained in the
city scenario.
We rst plot the distribution of informed vehicles to get a visual intuition of
the performance of our protocol in the three scenarios, as depicted in Figure 6.15.
Looking at the Figure 6.15(a), 6.15(e), 6.15(i), and 6.15(m), the dierent topolo-
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(a) CITY Map (b) Subscribers (c) Broadcasts (d) No broadcasts
(e) URBAN Map (f) Subscribers (g) Broadcasts (h) No broadcasts
(i) RURAL Map (j) Subscribers (k) Broadcasts (l) No broadcasts
(m) HIGHWAY Map (n) Subscribers (o) Broadcasts (p) No broadcasts
Figure 6.15: City (a-d). urban (e-h), rural (i-l), and highway (m-p) scenarios. First
column illustrates the Map, POI, replicas (black dots), and persistence zone (circle).
Second contains road segments with high percentage of subscribers. Third depicts the
broadcast distribution while the fourth demonstrate road segments with no broadcasts.
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gies of the four scenarios emerge. In the city scenario, many more roads and po-
tential routes are present while in the latter three, the topology is simpler. Fig-
ure 6.15(b), 6.15(f), 6.15(j), and 6.15(n) depict the distribution of subscribers across
the whole simulation area. Note that these include all nodes travelling towards the POI
depicted in the leftmost charts. Due to the more complex topology, in the city scenario,
only nodes close to the POI are actually subscribers while in the other scenarios, since
there are fewer roads, all nodes travelling on the main road are subscribers, i.e., all
nodes are going towards the POI.
Regardless of the underlying topology, the main contribution from the deliv-
ery, as already outlined, comes from the replicas in the persistence area. Indeed,
the distribution of broadcasts (see Figure 6.15(c), 6.15(g), 6.15(k), and 6.15(o)) is
higher in the persistence area than in the rest of the chart, as plotted in Fig-
ure 6.15(d), 6.15(h), 6.15(l), and 6.15(p).
Note that message propagation extends also beyond the persistence area but almost
only subscribers are reached by the message. This behaviour is due to the opportunis-
tic dissemination which keeps on informing new subscribers, exploiting vehicles which
overheard the message in the persistence area. In this way, subscribers are informed,
at virtually no cost, much earlier than the time they would enter the persistence area,
thus enabling them to take the proper actions, e.g., in case of a trac congestion or
emergency, in advance. This is even more evident in the highway and rural scenario
because, given the scarcity of roads, subscribers leaving the persistence area are much
more likely to travel on the same road, but in the opposite direction, to a subscriber
going towards that area, thus increasing the probability of opportunistically exchanging
messages.
Finally, if vehicle density is low, e.g., in the rural scenario, replicas can leave the
persistence area because the current carrier might not nd any suitable vehicle to for-
ward the replica and, hence, the replica is kept until a better carrier is encountered.
This explains why in Figure 6.15(k) we have some broadcasts in areas where there are
no subscribers.
Epidemic Dissemination: To get further insights on the eciency of the protocol,
we compared it against an epidemic version, inspired by [Vahdat 00]. In this protocol,
































































































Figure 6.16: Density of vehicles (City)




















































































Figure 6.17: Density of vehicles (Highway)
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all nodes gossip to all neighbours which have not previously received the message. In
this way, the epidemic infection is kept alive and eventually all vehicles get informed.
This protocol can be seen as an extension of our opportunistic dissemination in which
all vehicles, not just subscribers and vehicles which overheard it, receive the message.
We have already shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.13 that opportunistic dissemination is
not sucient unless coupled with persistence (either infrastructure-based or ad-hoc).
Here we make a further step in this direction and show that epidemics provide good
performance in terms of delivery but the overhead is an order of magnitude higher than
ours. This is observable in Figure 6.16(a) and 6.16(b): although delivery is quite high,
the overhead increases enormously. Furthermore, while the overhead of the protocol
increases sub-linearly with the density of vehicles, the epidemic overhead increases lin-
early. The dierence is due to the selectivity of the protocol which delivers messages
only to proper subscribers and hence is less impacted by the density of vehicles. On the
other hand, the epidemic protocol infects all vehicles, not just subscribers, as illustrated
by the much higher delivery ratio of non-subscribers. This becomes even more critical
if we extend our analysis of non-subscribers outside the persistence area. Indeed, while
outside the persistence area, the protocol aects around the 20% of vehicles that are
non-subscribers, the epidemic protocol has to contact all vehicles, which is unacceptable
in real situations.
The same trends are observed in the highway scenario in Figure 6.17(a), although
here most nodes are subscribers and hence the fraction of non-subscribers informed is
much lower with our approach. The overhead in Figure 6.17(b) follows a behaviour akin
to the one observed in the city scenario, although the absolute values are lower. On the
highway the set of neighbours changes less frequently and, hence, broadcasts are less
triggered. Similar tradeos also emerged in the urban and rural scenarios (not shown
for space reasons).
These results further conrm that the protocol deals eectively with the character-
istics of hybrid vehicular networks, ensuring high event delivery ratios with reasonable
overhead in a heterogeneous set of realistic scenarios.
Delivery against time: Lastly, we analysed how the delivery ratio evolves in time, to
understand how rapidly the information is disseminated. In this scenario, we published
a notication 1km from the dissemination area. Afterwards, we measured the delivery




























Figure 6.18: Delivery against time.
(a) City. (b) Urban.
Figure 6.19: Simulation scenarios.
ratio in dierent snapshots of the network: at each snapshot, we measure the number
of vehicles inside the dissemination area that have received the message. In Figure 6.18
we can observe that the delivery ratio remains very low for the initial 40 seconds and
then experiences a sharp rise. This behaviour is attributed to the time required for the
message (published at t = 600s), to be routed inside the disseminated area. However,
after this transitory start, the dissemination expands very fast and the delivery ratio
remains near 100% throughout the publication time (30 min).
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6.4 Simulation Results: Pull-Based Dissemination
To evaluate our pull-based approach, we included a number of infostations (1 to 9)
located at major road intersections. You can see examples of such congurations in
Figure 6.19. We experimented with two ways of placing the infostations: i) randomly
chosen and ii) xed at major intersections. Here we present the results for placing
the infostations in the 10 most busy intersections of the map that do not overleap:
We rank the intersections, based on how many vehicles drive through it during the
simulation. Afterwards, we place the rst infostation at the rst intersection, the second
infostation at the next intersection that doesn't overlap with the radius of the rst one,
etc. We selected this placement strategy as it maximises the coverage of the population
of vehicles.
In these scenarios, a vehicle periodically issues a query to retrieve data from the
nearest infostation. This query is routed opportunistically towards the selected infosta-
tion. When the reply is available, it is routed back to the vehicle following the expected
route, piggybacked to the query (Section 4.3). To properly account for computation
overhead and network delays, we model the interval between the time a query is re-
ceived by the infostation and the time a reply is generated as a random period between
0.2 and 15 seconds.
In our experiments we analysed the performance of the following strategies to route
back replies:
 Infostations only (No V2V): No opportunistic inter-vehicular communication is
used. The future route of the vehicle is only evaluated to nd the rst infostation
that will be in range of the vehicle. The packet is routed there and waits for the
vehicle to collect it. This approach is used as a baseline to evaluate the benets
of the opportunistic strategies described next.
 Reply Route (RR): The infostation is selected (Section 4.3.2) and the packet is
then routed to the nearest point NP, opportunistically. Once it arrives there,
it is kept around the NP (by constantly routing it back to NP) until a vehicle
arrives to collect it. This is a simplied version that only marginally exploits the
knowledge of the vehicle's expected route.
 Reply Route and and back-Tracking (RRTrack): After the reply reaches the nearest
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point, instead of waiting for the vehicle, as in the case of RR, it starts moving
towards the estimated position of the requesting vehicle (on its known route).
This strategy fully implements the algorithm that we described in Section 4.3.3
and represents our proposed solution for bulk-content dissemination in vehicular
environments.
As in our experimental test bed, we considered a 802.11b wireless radio interface,
and UDP to broadcast advertisements and TCP to transfer messages. The packet size
was also set to the same value (30 KB). The maximum possible communication range
is 250 m and broadcasts occur at the same channel frequency. Unless otherwise stated,
we use 500 vehicles and 9 infostations. We stopped the simulation after we issued 1000
queries and all the replies have been received or expired.
6.4.1 City Scenario
We begin our analysis by discussing the performance of the above strategies in the City
scenario. In order to assess the impact of the scenario parameters, we evaluate our
approach under dierent densities of infostations and vehicles.
Number of infostations: In this set of measurements, we varied the number of info-
stations available in order to examine the density of infrastructure required to achieve
a certain delivery ratio or small delay. Increasing the number of infostations (from 1
to 9) aects i) the probability for a vehicle to meet an infostation, ii) the average delay
required to meet an infostation, and iii) the average distance between the path of a
vehicle and the closest infostation. Results are charted in Figure 6.20.
As expected, the more infostations, the lower the distance to be covered by the
message. For example, in Figure 6.20(a), we observe that, when 6 or more infostations
are used, a vehicle is likely to drive within 200 meters of an infostation. Furthermore,
we observe that when a query/reply was issued the vehicle was on average within 800
meters from the selected infostation (but it will eventually drive within 200 meters).
If no-V2V is used, the rst infostation that will be on the path of the vehicle rather
than the infostation that is actually closest to the vehicle is selected. In the example in
Figure 4.2, the infostation M would be selected instead of B because the latter, albeit
physically closer, is outside the vehicle's range.
























Distance from vehicle Distance from route (NP)
(a) Without V2V. The infostation that is closer to the whole
























Distance from vehicle Distance from route (NP)
(b) With V2V. The infostation that is closer to the current
location of the vehicle is selected.
Figure 6.20: Distance between the vehicle path and the selected infostation against the
number of infostations (City).
On the other hand, if V2V communication is used, infostations that are closer to the
current location of the vehicle are preferred because opportunistic communication can
ll the gap between the vehicle and the selected infostation. Therefore, as we observe in
Figure 6.20(b), when a message is issued, the distance from the selected infostation is
now smaller. But since the selected infostations are not any more on the vehicle's path,
the distance from the vehicle's route is slightly higher. For example, when 9 infostations
are used, a vehicle should travel 680 meters before it meets an infostation on its path
(g 6.20(a)) but the actual closest possible infostation is only 410 meters away and can
be reached through V2V (see Figure 6.20(b)).
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Figure 6.23: Delivery hop count against the number of infostations (City scenario).
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In Figures 6.21- 6.23, we plot the delivery ratio (dened as the percentage of cor-
rectly delivered messages) and the delay of delivered packets, as well as the average hop
count against the number of infostations. Not surprisingly, the delivery ratio increases
with the number of infostations. Interestingly, however, if no V2V connectivity is used,
the delivery ratio remains quite low (below 80%). On the other hand, opportunistic
solutions (RR and RRTrack) virtually extend the range of the infostations enabling
correct delivery, even when vehicles are far from the infostations. Indeed, with just a
single infostation in the whole area, 89% of the packets are delivered. Additionally,
when backtracking (i.e., the RRTrack line) is used, the delivery ratio is even higher
because packets move towards the destination along the route (i.e., less packets get lost
or expire).
Similar trends can also be observed for the delay plotted in Figure 6.22. If we
rely on infostation-only communication, the number of infostations has a huge impact
on packet latency. Indeed, since only infostations in the proximity of a vehicle can be
used to collect replies, it may take long before a vehicle encounters one on its route.
Conversely, when V2V communication is used, the delay rapidly drops since the reply
travels backwards on the route of the destination hopping from car to car. If we combine
these results with the ones about the delivery, it turns out that the RRTtrack solution
yields very good performance both in terms of delivery (always above 90%) and delay
(always below 400s), regardless of the number of infostations deployed. This is a sig-
nicant result because it shows that our approach is indeed successful even if very few
infostations are deployed.
Interestingly, the delays of all the three approaches are inversely proportional to
their average hop count (Figure 6.23). This is a consequence of the fact that messages
travel much faster than vehicles and, hence, it is generally better to forward a message
to another vehicle rather than waiting for it to pass-by this infostation. This is par-
ticularly evident if we compare the performance of the No V2V solution against the
one of RRTrack when only one infostation is available. No V2V requires just one hop
transmission (i.e., the broadcast between the vehicle and the infostation) but exhibits
an average delay of more than 2,000sec (33 minutes), due to the time required for the
vehicle to reach the infostation. RRTrack, instead, is able to deliver almost all messages
(as opposed to only 40% for No V2V) in less than 500sec (8 minutes), although on
average each message has to travel across 32 vehicles.
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Figure 6.26: Delivery hop count against density (City scenario).
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Density of vehicles: We also investigated the eect of vehicle density by varying the
number of vehicles that participate in every simulation run. Clearly, this has no impact
on the infostation-only approach as the latter depends only on the mobility patterns and
the placement of the infostations. V2V communication's performance, instead, benets
from higher density as more neighbours' choices are available for our routing protocols.
In particular, high densities enable the RRTrack solution to both slightly improve the
delivery (Figure 6.24) and signicantly reduce the delay (Figure 6.25) because more car-
riers are available. In fact, the hop count (Fig. 6.26) increases linearly with the density
because more message hand-overs occur. Notice also that the hop count of RRTrack
is higher compared to RR. This happens for two reasons: rst of all in RRTrack the
message, in most cases, quickly hops backwards multiple times to reach its destination
in a manner similar to greedy. Furthermore, in RR the message is only routed back to
the the NP when it escapes the route or when it is moving away from the destination
(e.g., no unnecessary transmissions are made).
6.4.2 Urban Scenario
We repeated the same set of experiments in the urban scenario to show the behaviour
of our protocol in larger areas and with faster mobility. The results generally mirror
the ones of the city scenario with some dierences due to the higher speed of vehicles
and the lower number of routes.
A rst dierence concerns the average distance from an infostation reported in
Figure 6.27. Indeed, regardless of the approach adopted, vehicles are usually further
from an infostation than in the City scenario because the area is much larger and fewer
routes are available. Conversely, the distance from the route NP is much lower because,
since there are fewer roads, the probability of a vehicle coming across an infostation
along the path is much higher.
The delivery ratio chart in Figure 6.28 conrms the results for the city scenario:
the infrastructure-only approach improves the case when more infostations are present
but it never goes above 90%. This value is higher than the one achieved in the Urban
scenario (around 80%) as a consequence of the fact that fewer routes are available and,
hence, there are more chances to nd an infostation along the path. This also impacts
the delivery with and without backtracking, which are now very similar. Indeed, by
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(b) With V2V.
Figure 6.27: Distance between the vehicle path and the selected infostation against the
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Figure 6.28: Delivery ratio against the number of infostations (Urban scenario).
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Figure 6.30: Delivery hop count against the number of infostations (Urban scenario).
having fewer routes, the impact of backtracking becomes less evident because a vehicle
will reach the NP soon anyway.
Nevertheless, backtracking is still useful to reduce the delay. Indeed, as shown in
Figure 6.29, RRTrack largely reduces the delay compared to the other two approaches.
Also, while the relative trends are similar to the ones in Figure 6.25, the absolute values
are lower due to higher speeds of vehicles in the Urban scenario. Furthermore, in RR, the
delay is sometimes higher than not using V2V due to the fact that the opportunistic
approach is able to further deliver messages that wouldn't have been delivered, but
require higher delay.
Finally, the number of hops in Figure 6.30 closely resembles those for the City
scenario (Figure 6.23). This happens because the number of hops depends mainly on
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Figure 6.33: Delivery hop count against density (Urban scenario).
the distance from the infostations and the density of vehicles.













































Figure 6.34: Wrong speed estimation (City). Negative values = vehicle is late. Positive
values = vehicle is earlier than reported. Zero = vehicle is moving according to plan.
For the same reason, varying the density of vehicles provides approximately the
same results as obtained in the City scenario. Indeed, since the relative speed does not
change, both delivery and number of hops are unaected. Only the delay shows some
variations because of the higher speeds used.
6.4.3 Impact of Position Estimation Error
In the last experiment, we investigated the impact of wrong time estimations due to
vehicles moving faster or slower. To this end, we deliberately added errors to the arrival
time reported by vehicles' navigator systems and measured the delivery ratio and delay
obtained by RRTrack and by its enhanced version introduced in Section 4.3.4.
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As depicted in Figure 6.34(a), if a vehicle arrives later than the time predicted,
i.e., it drove slower than expected (negative values in the chart), the delivery ratio of
RRTrack slightly drops. This occurs because when the reply arrives at the point where
it was expecting to meet the requesting vehicle, it will start going forward (instead of
backwards), trying to chase the estimated location of the vehicle. However, since the
destination is moving more slowly than expected, it will still be behind. This results in
having the reply ahead of the target vehicle (the requesting vehicle is now chasing the
reply), thus explaining the delivery drop.
Similarly, if a vehicle is moving faster (positive values in the chart) and arrives
at the NP before the reply, the impact on the delivery is even worse because i) the
selected infostation is wrong (meaning that the packet does not have enough time to
get to NP before the vehicle) and ii) the packet is routed towards the estimation that
is behind the actual vehicle. However, if we apply the enhanced technique described
in Section 4.3.4, consisting of splitting the reply into two dierent packets, one moving
forward and the other moving backward, the delivery ratio signicantly improves. In
particular, the delivery ratio for slower vehicles becomes as high as when vehicles are
on schedule. Indeed, since one copy of the reply is moving backward, it will eventually
meet the delayed vehicles and deliver the message. Similarly, also the delivery ratio for
faster-moving vehicles increases (about 15% for vehicles that are 2 minutes ahead of
schedule). In this case, the gain stems from the fact that since the copy moving forward
adopts a more aggressive \greedy" routing (i.e., the message is always forwarded if
a neighbour ahead is found), there are more chances to catch up with the vehicle.
Nevertheless, some replies may still get lost because if the vehicle arrived too early it
may have moved too far away before the reply arrives and the reply may expire before
reaching the vehicle. Analogously, also the delay (see Figure 6.34(b)) largely benets
from the enhanced approach. Indeed, by moving the reply backward as well as forward,
the time to meet a slower vehicle lying behind is reduced. On the other hand, thanks to
the more aggressive \greedy" forwarding, even faster vehicles can be approached earlier.
These results show that even in the presence of wrong estimation our solution is
able to ensure high delivery, especially in the case of delayed vehicles, which we expect
to be more likely, especially in a city environment where many events (e.g., trac-lights
and road congestion) can decrease cruise speed.
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6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we evaluated all the aspects of our framework: 1) the geographic routing
protocol (Chapter 2), 2) the push-based dissemination (Chapter 3) and 3) the pull-based
dissemination (Chapter 4). The simulation results indicate that our framework can
provide good quality of service without inducing signicant overhead under a number
of dierent conditions dictated by the mobility scenarios used.
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Evaluation of the Impact of our Framework
In this chapter we evaluate the impact of our dissemination framework on vehicular
mobility dynamics. More specically, we consider every vehicle as a sensor that collects
and disseminates road trac information. Consequently, the vehicles' mobility patterns
will be aected by the collected information (i.e., we would like to allow the navigation
system to re-calculate a route based on the collected trac information so as to avoid
congested areas and reduce trip times).
While in the previous chapters we have concentrated on how to disseminate infor-
mation, in this chapter we aim to prove that the use of our dissemination system can
benet the drivers. Therefore, here we do not evaluate performance in terms of delivery
ratio, hop count, etc., but we focus on how the vehicles can self organise so as to reduce
their overall trip times when such an ad-hoc dissemination mechanism is employed.
To disseminate trac information, both our push and pull based protocols could
be used, however, since trac information concerns multiple vehicles, the push based
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approach (presented in Chapter 3) is more suitable. Therefore, in our scenario vehicles
periodically publish their collected trac information so that interested vehicles (i.e.,
vehicles planning to drive through these locations) can act accordingly.
To analyse an environment where dynamic mobility decisions are allowed, we need
to design an evaluation system that consists of two independent components that con-
stantly interact: 1) A network simulator that implements the dissemination system
so as to share and correlate trac information and 2) a dynamic mobility generator
that plays the role of a dynamic navigation system and emulates the mobility of the
vehicles using the provided map and the estimated trac conditions. These two sim-
ulators constantly interact to simulate scenarios where mobility decisions are aected
by the disseminated information and, conversely, where the network dissemination is
aected by the mobility decisions (as the mobility patterns aect routing/dissemination
protocols).
The second part of this system (the mobility trace generator) has been provided
by our collaboration with the Network Research Lab (NRL) of the University of Cali-
fornia Los Angeles (UCLA). More specically, Mobidense [G. Mara 07] a microscopic
vehicular mobility simulator has been developed in UCLA. As we will examine in de-
tail later, Mobidense produces static traces based on real maps, trac light databases,
driver behaviour, road capacities, etc. Our aim has been to collaborate with this group
so as to make such a mobility generator work together with a network simulator in
order to enhance the mobility decisions with the information collected by an ad-hoc
dissemination system.
The contribution of this chapter is to provide some support to the argument that
content-based information dissemination can help drivers and, thus, justify the use of
such a framework in order to build vehicular applications.
7.1 Motivation
Every day millions of vehicles ow from residential areas to business areas in the morning
and back in the evening. Various trac measurement systems are deployed to support
smart vehicular routing around accidents or heavily congested areas. These are limited
in a number of ways and they provide limited and coarse grained trac information
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for a very small subset of roads. Trac control decisions are taken by observing trac
ows and are enforced with trac light synchronisation systems and dynamic message
signs.
As we examined in the previous chapters of this thesis, an ad-hoc dissemination
system can quickly spread trac information to all the interested vehicles. In fact, this
information can be measured by the vehicles themselves: vehicles may act as sensors that
record and afterwards share the traversal time for each road segment along their route.
Later, based on the collected information (through the network) and the navigation
system's knowledge of the area, the vehicle can update its navigation route in order
to avoid congested areas. As this system is fully decentralised, re-routing decisions are
taken individually by each vehicle based on its individually collected knowledge about
trac conditions on its route.
However, it is not always clear if such an ad-hoc dissemination framework can help
the drivers: the question that we will try to investigate is whether this decentralised
approach can help the drivers to make correct decisions, that minimise the global trac
congestion, or if this instead causes more problems (e.g., trac uctuations, trac jams
in previously unproblematic areas).
The main performance metric that will be used is the average trip time. In par-
ticular, we will see how the overall average trip time evolves with and without the use
of a VANET. We also compare the dissemination protocol to existing state of the art:
information derived from induction loops and cameras.
Induction loops are placed in the asphalt and provide instantaneous measurements
for speed and trac ow for each location. This metric suers from a number of
problems that limit its reliability. Intuitively, induction loops record speed information
at certain locations on a street, thus their results may be misleading in urban stop-
and-go trac conditions. Video cameras are slowly replacing induction loops, but their
widespread deployment is limited by their cost. The advantage in using video cameras
is of recording end-to-end times rather than instantaneous speed samples and, therefore,
provide more valuable statistical information. In comparison, in our model each vehicle
is able to measure end-to-end trip times for any road segment.
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7.2 Application Overview
We designed an application (to measure, share and interpret (correlate) incoming trac
information. In this section we present its three key components and the issues that we
had to deal with in each one of them:
1. Trac Sensing. It is important that the vehicle can accurately sense trac
conditions while it travels, as this information may aect the driving decisions
of numerous other vehicles when these observations are shared. To implement
this module, trac metrics should be dened (e.g., speed, trac volume, trac
density and trip time).
2. Trac Information Dissemination. The observed information needs to be
shared with other vehicles. This is handled by our dissemination framework pre-
sented in Chapter 3.
3. Trac Estimation. When vehicles receive information through the network
they need to update their maps so as to represent the estimated trac conditions
(based on their collected information). Questions about how trac information
should be interpreted need to be answered. This interpretation has a fundamental
impact on the performance of the system.
It is not possible to satisfy any of the previous requirements without being able to
evaluate the consequences of each design choice on performance. The complexity and
the scale of the real system makes \on eld" evaluation prohibitive. There is a need for
tools capable of producing a realistic trac emulation and handling dynamic routing,
i.e., the assessment of collected data and the correction of the mobility of the vehicles
at run time. This is the most important piece of the puzzle. Informed navigation does
not necessarily lead to the optimum (i.e. minimum travel time) solution, and that can
worsen performance ([Jayakrishn. 90]). It is then important to have tools that resemble
reality as much as possible and that give a deep understanding of the consequences
of each design decision. Therefore, along with the application, we also designed an
evaluation platform that is able to dynamically re-route vehicles based on the collected
information.
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Figure 7.1: Our Application's architecture.
7.3 Application Description
The application that we implemented around our dissemination system is composed of
various modules as we can see in Figure 7.1. We now describe the components in detail.
7.3.1 Trac Sensing Module
Every vehicle collects trac information. Many dierent metrics may be collected (e.g.,
coarse/ne grained samples, speed samples, density estimations, average speeds). We
select a simple, yet ecient way which may be found in many other works in this eld:
we model the street topology as a directed graph, where each link connects two inter-
sections, and measures the time required to traverse each link. This choice is consistent
with the majority of map databases [U.S.C.B. 09] and navigation systems. Therefore,
it is easy for existing navigation systems to collect information about traversed road
segments and the same information can be used by other vehicles to estimate trac
conditions. Note that in this model a two-way street is modelled with two directed
links, each direction having its own link ID.
We choose the delay incurred in driving through a road segment as an estimate
of the trac conditions. This is the information drivers are most interested in. By
correlating the samples that are generated by dierent vehicles, it is possible to compute
and track, in real time, the trip time for each vehicle.
In our implementation every time a vehicle exits a link it creates a sample of type
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flinkID delay timeStamp carIDg. The linkID should be unique per street segment
and direction throughout the vehicular network. The delay is measured as the time
spent by the vehicle on the link with the given linkID. The timestamp is the GPS time.
The carID, inserted to ensure that samples may be uniquely identied, may introduce
privacy concerns. For this reason we can instead use a random number. Choosing an
integer random number in [0;N], where N is much bigger than the number of vehicles
in the considered area, the only risk is to have multiple vehicles with the same carID,
linkID and timeStamp. The risk of this happening is clearly very little. When leaving
an area a vehicle would then generate a new carID compatible with the new area it is
travelling in.
7.3.2 Dissemination Module
Our aim is to use our dissemination techniques to publish the collected trac informa-
tion. The primary objective of the module is to disseminate the collected information
throughout the vehicular network. It should: 1) Collect as much information as possi-
ble for each link on the map, 2) Propagate the most recent information and 3) Limit
communication overhead.
For the dissemination we used the Push-based approach presented in Chapter 3,
as the disseminated information is useful to a number of drivers travelling towards the
sample's area. However, pull-based approaches could be also used.
A key element of the dissemination module is the sample selection algorithm (i.e.,
which part of the information that a vehicle keeps should be published to the neighbours,
assuming that we can only transfer a fraction of a vehicle's knowledge). Therefore, when
a packet is built, it needs to include only the tuples flinkID delay timeStamp carIDg
which provide the highest map coverage and sample freshness. Even though a limited
amount of information can be propagated per link, accuracy of information should be
preserved. In our implementation we use a simple utility metric that maximises both
coverage and information freshness. We select, in round robin fashion on links, the
newest sample that was not already selected in the previous round, until the published
message is full.
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7.3.3 Trac Estimation and Vehicle Re-Routing Module
Each vehicle receives messages from the dissemination module in the form flinkID
delay timeStamp carIDg. This information is then used by each vehicle to compute
the shortest path (in terms of time required) to destination. Such choice has been
shown [Beckmann M. 56] to be non-optimal in minimising the total trip time. In order
to minimise aggregated trip time, each vehicle should follow the path that minimises the
sum of delays and the delay increments generated by its choice of following such a path.
The estimation of this second quantity is an open research topic outside the scope of this
work. We therefore implement a routing algorithm that chooses the shortest delay path
to the destination. This is performed on a local (selsh) basis and does not necessarily
lead to average travel times that are lower than navigating with no information.
To select the route of the vehicle we use a modied version of the Dijkstra algorithm
[Sedgewick 84] on a weighted graph that represents the map with the current known
trac conditions. Therefore, before running Dijkstra we generate weights per linkID
based on the collected information. For each street segment the weight represents the
trac conditions (i.e., how much time a vehicle would require to travel through each
road segment).
The problem of estimating the trac conditions based on the collected information
is not trivial due to various reasons:
 Noise in observations: Although trac conditions do not change rapidly over
time (trac jams usually build up relatively slowly) the measurements can be
quite noisy. The main reason for this is that each vehicle might drive through
this segment at a dierent pace: stop or not at a trac light, pause to pick
up a passenger, dierent driving habits, etc. The result is that the collected
samples show some variations even if they are collected within a short period of
time. Clearly, some kind of correlation is required to indicate the long term trac
trends.
 Collection rate variation: There is no guarantee that the trac samples will
be collected at a standard rate (it depends on the trac and the dissemination
strategy). For example, we might receive numerous samples that are older than
10 minutes and just a few recent (less than a minute): The question is which
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samples are more important to estimate the current trac conditions. In other
words, how can the samples, that are taken at various rates and are of dierent
age, be weighted.
 Absence of information: Finally, the last problem is how we treat absence of
information (i.e., if no recent information is received). One solution is to use
weights that represent either historical data (e.g., usual average speed at a road
segment) or speed limits. However, questions about how quickly the information
becomes obsolete need to be answered.
We evaluated a few simple solutions aimed at interpreting the collected information
into current trac conditions and at evaluating their impact on trac patterns:
 Default: The weights are determined by the length and the speed limit for this
segment: WlinkID =
LinkLength
SpeedLimit. This weight is also used in all previous methods
when there is no collected information about this link.
 Most Recent Estimate: for each link we select the most recent sample (i.e., in
terms of creation time): WlinkID = Delay(linkID;mostRecent). This approach
is subject to uctuations, given that samples can vary rapidly or be erroneous. As
we shall see in Section 7.4, however, this solution is very close in performance to
more complex solutions and proves to adapt well to the bursty nature of vehicular
trac.
 Bayes Estimate: We use a simple Bayesian estimator to predict the trac condi-
tions using a large number of samples taken at dierent time instances:
WlinkID = (1   w)  DelayNewSample
+ w  CurrentWeightLinkID
where w is parameter that is calculated based on the age of the sample (so that
older samples do not greatly inuence the weight).
 Bayes with Ageing Estimate: The same as Bayesian but in this case absence of in-
formation \ages" the weight back to the default value (given by the free ow traver-
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Figure 7.2: Interactions between the network and mobility simulators.
sal time): WlinkID = (1   c)  CurrentWeightlinkID + c  DefaultWeightLinkID.






To evaluate such an application, we designed and implemented a tool that couples
together a mobility and a network simulator. Similar approaches can be found in
[Lochert 05a, Wang 07a, Sommer 08]. Dierently from previous work, we integrated
QualNet [SNT 09], a communications network simulator specically designed for wire-
less networks, and MobiDense [G. Mara 07], a mobility simulator. These two simula-
tors constantly interact: future mobility decisions are inuenced by the network dissem-
ination (e.g., collected information), and the network dissemination is inuenced by the
mobility patterns (location of the vehicles). An illustration of our evaluation system and
of the interactions between the simulators is shown in Figure 7.2.
We will now describe the implementation in more detail and, afterwards, we will
present the results of our evaluation.
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7.4.1 Mobility Simulator
To emulate the vehicles' mobility patterns we used MobiDense [G. Mara 07] 1: a mo-
bility simulator developed in UCLA. Mobidense combines topology and trac ow
information to generate a mobility trace. MobiDense requires the following topology
inputs:
 Intersection positions;
 Street descriptions, which dene the properties of streets segments that connect
two intersections (e.g. positions of two endpoints, speed limits, number of lanes,
if the street is one-way or not);
 Intersection stop probabilities (e.g., priorities, stop signs) ;
 Trac light denitions, where trac light positions, timings and phases are given;
The ow of each street segment is tuned by adapting intersection stop probabilities
and red/green time phases of trac lights. MobiDense models queues at intersections, so
that if a vehicle stops and is the rst in queue, it waits for one second at the intersection
and recomputes whether it should wait more or move on. If a vehicle reaches a queue, it
will wait until the queue empties in front of it and it is its turn to pass the intersection.
Queues can propagate backwards at ingress streets under heavy trac conditions so
that an approaching vehicle cannot enter a full street segment.
Trac ows are constructed by providing a source-destination le that denes the
origin and end positions for each vehicle and the time at which a vehicle begins its
journey. The streets traversed by each vehicle depend on the routing algorithm that is
implemented. MobiDense allows interchangeable behaviours for the vehicular re-routing
and the trac data aggregation. In our testing process these behaviours are part of
the trac estimation modules. The trac estimation modules compute the estimated
travel time between the current position and the destination on the available paths,
given the received data, and recompute the best route (see Section 7.3).
1Note that the implementation of this mobility trace generator is not part of the contribution of this
thesis. The following description is added so as to make the comprehension of the evaluation system
easier. However, during this research, in collaboration with UCLA, we modied this simulator in order
to support dynamic mobility decisions based on the network dissemination.
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7.4.2 Network Simulation
We implement the dissemination modules in QualNet, a well known mobility simulator
that is particularly suited for wireless networks. Each vehicle selects the information
to be propagated based on various possible algorithms (gossip, epidemic, push-based
dissemination described in Chapter 3). This information is a subset of the information
that has been collected from the vehicle itself (acting as a sensor) plus information
received from other vehicles through the wireless network. When new information is
available (either by local observation or through the network), it is stored in a shared
database, shown in Figure 7.2, as both simulations will need it: the mobility simulator
to evaluate the current road-trac conditions and the network simulator to further
disseminate it.
Consequently, QualNet and MobiDense continually interact: Qualnet receives posi-
tion updates from Mobidense (to update the locations of the hosts), and Mobidense re-
ceives trac samples collected in Qualnet (using our push-based dissemination scheme).
7.4.3 Evaluation Settings
For our evaluation we used a detailed map of Portland, Oregon. The area is approxi-
mately 4 x 7 km and includes downtown Portland, (a map is shown in Figure 7.5). This
area includes 4;968 streets, 3;429 intersections and 16;490 vehicles throughout the sim-
ulation. Start and end points of the journey of each vehicle are based on the traces
generated at the Los Alamos National Laboratories, using TRANSIMS. The realism
of these traces lies in the fact that they were created by examining the real activity
location information. Activity location information, such as information on where res-
idential areas and business areas are, is used to dene start and end points of trac
ows at a particular time. These traces represent a typical morning pattern in Portland
and this is the behaviour we would certainly expect. We analyse the traces to derive
topological information about Portland, such as trac lights position/delay, intersec-
tion stop probabilities, speed limits and road capacities. The MobiDense simulator is
tuned to produce, in the absence of information, traces which are as close as possible
to the original TRANSIM traces.
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7.4.4 Trac Information Evaluation
The performance results aim at understanding whether an informed navigation system,
used by all vehicles, can show an improvement in terms of overall average travel time
with respect to an uninformed vehicular network. The main performance measure is
the total vehicle's trip time, but there are also other factors that should be considered.
It is also important to understand: i) how long the chosen routes are, compared to
the shortest routes (in seconds); ii) how information delay aects trip delays; iii) what
amount of network trac such a system produces.
As we described before, each vehicle receives a number of trac samples and stores
them, grouped by linkID, in a local buer. In case no information is known about a
link, all the strategies we implement assume that there is no trac on this link (we
assume that vehicles traverse the link at free ow speed).
We here compare the 3 dierent trac estimation algorithms described in Sec-
tion 7.3: i) Most Recent Estimate; ii) Bayes; iii) Bayes with Ageing. We additionally
compare these strategies to the case where no information is disseminated, in such
case expected free ow travel time is used to compute the shortest route to a vehicle's
destination.
Trac ows are adjusted to 33% of the trac that is found in the original traces to
the actual ow values. To make this clear, if an average of 100 vehicles per hour enter
the map from a certain intersection in the original traces, we begin simulating with a
ow of 33 vehicles per hour. We simulate the network from very low density scenarios
to normal morning trac scenarios that are directly extracted from the traces.
As we see in Figure 7.3, in the absence of information feedback, when density
increases overall trip times quickly rise from 400 seconds, about 7 minutes, to 1200
seconds, about 20 minutes, on average. When our application is used, trip times are
reduced. This drop is higher when there is more congestion (the trip time dropped
to 13 minutes compared to 20). This result radically diers from what is found in
[Jayakrishn. 90, Arnott 89, Al-Deek 98, Kobayashi 99]. An intuitive explanation may
be found observing Figure 7.5. As we can see in Figure 7.5.a, trac is mainly localised on
Fwy 5, 405 and on the bridges that traverse the river. But the trac is not all generated
by vehicles that need to traverse the river or that necessarily need to enter a freeway
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Figure 7.3: Trip times for dierent information handling strategies.
to reach a destination. Many vehicles could reach their destinations through alternate
routes, but do not. In Figure 7.5.b we present the result of using our application, we
observe many more yellow (light) links (i.e. slightly congested links) and less red (dark)
links (i.e. heavily congested). In fact, visually, a red link in Figure 7.5.a is substituted
by a number of yellow links in Figure 7.5.b.
The topology we are here analysing is realistic and more than one path is available
to reach one destination from another. Especially in the centre of the map, in the grid-
like section, we can see an increase of yellow links when using our dissemination. This
leads to much better performance, under normal trac conditions the average trip time
is 29% lower, which is a signicant improvement.
In terms of weight calculation algorithms, we observe that using the most recent
information and Bayes strategies provide the best results for this simulated environment.
This happens because if there is trac on a link, end-to-end times will explode, while
otherwise they will oscillate slightly above the free ow delay time. Bayes with ageing
still improves, but is worse than the other two methods since trac conditions are not
changing rapidly.
It is important to understand how travel time improvements are distributed. Fig-
ure 7.4 presents a histogram of the trip times gain/loss for normal trac conditions
when dissemination is used. More specically, gain ratio (Figure 7.4(a)) is dened as
ratio = oldtime
newtime. For example a ratio of 2 means that the vehicle halved its trip time,
a ratio of 3 that it needed one third, etc. Similarly, deterioration time (Figure 7.4(b))
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(b) Deterioration (increased time)
Figure 7.4: Histogram of trip-times loss/gain.
is dened as ratio = newtime
oldtime (a ratio of 2 means the vehicle doubled its trip time). We
observe that a large number of vehicles (34%) saved 20% of the time (ratio 1.25 means
new time is 1/1.25 of the old time) . There were also luckier vehicles able to avoid big
trac queues and complete their journey two or three times faster (ratio 2 and 3). In
total 64% of the vehicles saved time. However, at the same time, we see that some of
the drivers required more time when our application was used. This is due to some of
the trac being diverted into smaller roads which, as a result, become busier. However,
we can observe that far fewer drivers have their time increased rather than decreased
and their trip times are no more than two times longer. Finally 23% of vehicles were
not really aected (10% trip time).
7.4.5 Trac Information Dissemination Quality
We here want to understand how well we can disseminate trac information, giving a
close representation of real trac conditions to each vehicle. The results we presented in
Figure 7.3 may result from an unfair dissemination of information. We should remember
that, in simple scenarios [Jayakrishn. 90, Arnott 89, Al-Deek 98, Kobayashi 99], it has
been shown that a fully informed trac network can deteriorate trac performance.
Random inconsistencies in distributed trac information may be inducing a better
behaviour of trac.
To estimate the impact of the dissemination protocol on the system's performance,
we compute the overall average travel time for the case that all the trac information
is immediately available at all vehicles. This is the innite bandwidth/zero delay sce-
nario, a full-knowledge scenario where all vehicles know everything in real-time. We
then observe the variation in aggregated average trac trip time, between a eet of ve-
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(a) No information
(b) With Dissemination
Figure 7.5: Map of speed [best viewed in colour]. Green streets are not congested.
Orange areas show average speed slightly lower than the speed limit. In red streets
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Figure 7.6: Trip times when full-knowledge is available instantly to all the vehicles (best
information dissemination case).
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Figure 7.7: 2D Heat-map of age of received information (in seconds) about the link
highlighted by the arrow (bridge) [best viewed in color]. Vehicles away from the bridge
receive older trac information.
hicles that disseminate information and a eet of vehicles that receive all the available
information immediately. This mode is obviously only possible in simulation and would
not be deployable in reality.
In Figure 7.6 we show the results for the same trac estimation methods used
before, yet now the information is not collected with the dissemination protocol but all
the collected information is instantly available when a vehicle re-evaluates the trac
conditions. We observe that the same trends appear as when our application is used.
The comparison with Figure 7.3 reveals that trip times are slightly smaller. This result
comforts us, we can conclude that informed vehicles can reduce the overall average trip
time, giving an updated picture of the network to each vehicle.
To better understand how recent information is received at a vehicle, we analyse
the information propagation speed on the map. Figure 7.7 shows a zoomed area. In this
graph, we plot the average age of the collected information about the bridge highlighted
with the (yellow) arrow. In nearby areas the information is on average less than one
minute old. In areas that are about 2 km away, information is on average about 3
minutes old. In fact, in the whole simulation area we could rarely nd vehicles that
were using information that was more than 15 minutes old. This explains why the results
shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.3 are so close: our dissemination application can perform
close to full-knowledge since trac trends (i.e. congestion) build up slower than the
speed of the disseminated information, giving the vehicles enough time to react.
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Figure 7.8: Infrastructure versus Ad-Hoc: average trip time.
7.4.6 Infrastructure v.s. Infrastructureless Probing
In this scenario we compare with other existing solutions that use cameras or induction
loops in selected street segments and where information is disseminated using cellular
networks (e.g., 3G) or FM radio. With such systems vehicles can access updated and
accurate information for only a subset of the street segments. We have the opposite
situation, information is collected by all the vehicles (and, thus, on almost all street
segments) but information is not as recent due to dissemination delay. Additionally,
each vehicle may have a dierent view of the trac situation since it may have received
dierent trac updates. For our simulations, we select 5% of the streets to use these
cameras and the information is then instantly propagated to all the vehicles without
delay.
Figure 7.8 shows the trip times when a dierent amount of infrastructure is used.
We are able to outperform most of the existing solutions just because we collect far
more information using each vehicle as a mobile sensor. Information might be delayed
as reported in previous graphs, but it is recent enough to avoid congestion hotspots.
7.5 Related work
Trac congestion has been such an important research topic in the past decades, that
it would be impossible to cite all the work carried out on the subject.
A very interesting research stream dates back to the seventies and was originated
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in Japan when the Comprehensive Automobile Trac Control System (CACS) was
implemented. The CACS system was designed to test the eectiveness of providing
real-time trac information to vehicles. Tests were run on a 4 x 7 km urban area in
Tokyo, area which contained 85 intersections. Trac information was recorded with
103 roadside units, 255 loop antennas and units installed on 1,000 taxis. The impact
of feeding back trac information was observed on 330 CACS equipped vehicles, which
received real-time information on the best routes to reach a destination. Following
this experiment many researchers began to work on the impact of trac information
dissemination on trac.
Assuming all vehicles were able to have perfect information on trac conditions
and that trac would reach an equilibrium, a shortest path algorithm that nds the
best route minimising travel time for each vehicle does not attain the global optimum.
This result, due to Beckmann et al. [Beckmann M. 56], is one of the main arguments
underlying the scepticism towards navigation systems which implement trac guided
routing. On the other hand, no proof exists that a sub-optimal solution is worse than
real trac in the majority of cases.
Results shown in [Jayakrishn. 90] point in the same direction. They show the
impact of trac information on a vehicular network, as the penetration ratio varies.
Higher penetration ratios lead to poor overall performance, from their results a fully
informed trac network attains the same performance as a system with no information
feedback. We should note that this and other studies [Arnott 89, Al-Deek 98] have been
performed on very simple trac networks, far from the complexity of the network that
is under study in this work.
The idea of using trac-informed navigation units nds a new stream of interest
with [K. Sanwal 95], which moves one step forward on the information feedback side,
suggesting the use of cellular and GPS technologies to feed back travel time estimates.
This work denes more precisely, using new technologies, how a more centralised trac
information system may be implemented, but does not investigate the impact a trac
information system might have on trac.
More recently authors of [Sommer 08] implement a bidirectionally coupled simula-
tor, integrating a vehicular simulator and a telecommunications simulator. The analysis
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of the impact of a smart navigation system is limited to a test case with 200 vehicles
that leave a location and all head to the same destination.
7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have described a decentralised approach to road trac management,
one which takes advantage of the existence of in-vehicle connectivity and sensing. Our
approach allows the recalculation of the best routes to a given destination while on the
road, based on the collected information. In collaboration with UCLA, we also presented
our novel testing framework, which allows realistic movement to be considered and to
account for vehicle rerouting during the simulation.
The results indicate that the majority of the drivers will benet from a dissemina-
tion system integrated with the navigation system due to the fact that trac conditions
build up much more slowly than our dissemination. This allows drivers to have a quite
realistic view of the trac conditions between their current position and their destina-
tion and select the most appropriate route.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, we have presented the design, implementation and evaluation of a con-
tent dissemination framework for vehicular networks. We proposed that two opposing
techniques are required: i) Push-based that allows popular information to be published
proactively to a group of vehicles based on their interests, and ii) Pull-based that allows
vehicles to explicitly request custom information. Furthermore, we have demonstrated
that navigation systems provide valuable information that can be exploited in order to
route and maintain information in specic geographic regions. Moreover, we showed
how we can use it to automatically request and lter information which might be rele-
vant to a vehicle.
We have implemented our framework in Microsoft .NET and MapPoint and tested it
using a small number of vehicles. Furthermore, we evaluated our protocols in large-scale
simulation environments. Finally, we have created a test-case application to examine
whether vehicles can benet from such a dissemination. We have successfully conrmed
that in the presence of such a distributed trac sharing scheme vehicles can actually
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reduce their trip times.
We will now examine in more detail the contributions of this thesis.
8.1 Contribution of the Thesis
 Navigation system - Mobility patterns: In this thesis we have demon-
strated how we can take advantage of the navigation system's suggested routes
to route information to certain geographic regions. Previous approaches
like [Shah 03, Zhao 04, Pentland 04, Lindgren 03, Musolesi 05, Zhao 06] exploit
dierent mechanisms to route a message to the destination such as statistics of
previous encounters, social characteristics, or even bus schedules to nd the best
carriers to forward messages. In our approach we take another step forward
with the use of the navigation information. We designed GeOpps, a novel rout-
ing protocol that takes advantage of this interaction to route information in a
delay-tolerant manner.
 Navigation system - Matching interests: We have also examined how we
can use the navigation system to match geographic content. Compared with
existing CBR and Publish/Subscribe approaches like [Carzaniga 01, Banavar 99,
Cugola 01, Pietzuch 02], we treat subscriptions as general guidelines that, com-
bined with the navigation system, are used to evaluate if the information is rele-
vant. In our approach we use the map, GPS and navigation information (i.e., the
suggested route) to evaluate whether a vehicle may be aected by the content of
the disseminated information.
 Use of Content-Based Routing (CBR): We indicated that the CBR model is
the most applicable in order to push information in vehicular networks. This
decision was taken due to the fact that information usually concerns specic ge-
ographic locations (POIs) and that vehicles are not interested in receiving all the
disseminated information but only information that aects them (i.e., about their
route or destination). We devised a two-phase communication scheme whereby
vehicles advertise their subscriptions (interests) and the neighbours (or avail-
able infrastructure) push out the matching notications. This CBR approach
enables us to automatically restrict the dissemination in areas where the infor-
mation is actually required (i.e., the dissemination is self-constrained in areas
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where there are a large number of subscribers). Furthermore, our overhead de-
pends on the popularity of the disseminated information. Previous approaches
like [Sormani 06, Korkmaz 04, Xu 04, Dornbush 07, Eichler 06] use geographically
constrained variations of epidemic dissemination that spread the information more
widely.
 Persistence: Moreover, we demonstrated that the dissemination should be per-
sistently maintained: the notication also needs to be delivered to drivers arriving
in the area later. This is necessary due to the fact that we concentrate the dis-
semination on subscribers and, therefore, the notication can fade away when the
disseminated information is not popular or when there is a low density of vehicles
(e.g., during the night). Existing solutions like Abiding Geocast [Maihofer 05]
address this problem by employing periodic ooding or epidemic dissemination to
all the vehicles. In our case we use a low number of replicas (i.e., master copies)
that we either store in local infostations or in normal vehicles. To make sure that
these replicas are maintained near their intended locations (homeZones) we used
a variation of GeOpps. This persistence mechanism can also be used to develop
similar decentralised spatio-temporal protocols.
 Pull-based approach: For our pull based approach we allowed vehicles to re-
quest custom information from local infostations, eectively using the ad-hoc net-
work as an extension of infrastructure. We devised a novel routing protocol to
route the requested information back to moving vehicles. Compared to previ-
ous approaches that use social theory, encounter probabilities, bus schedules, etc.
([Shah 03, Zhao 04, Pentland 04, Lindgren 03, Musolesi 05] ) or localised ood-
ing [Ko 02, Maih ofer 04], we further exploit the mobility information from the
navigation system to route the information on the destination's path so as to in-
tercept its route. This approach integrates with our push-based protocol, as it
uses the same advertising model (route advertising), allowing vehicles to retrieve
content that is not currently pushed (e.g., custom information).
 Implementation of a working prototype that combines a
Navigation System and Network Communication: We designed and developed
a novel system using Microsoft .NET and MapPoint. This system supports the
interaction of a navigation system (mobility information, suggested routes, GPS,
map database) with network protocols. For the moment, this system implements
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our framework (GeOpps, Pull- and Push-based dissemination) but it is generic
enough to support future network protocols and applications that could benet
from the information available in a navigation system. For example location and
map-aware network applications.
 Detailed Evaluation: We tested our implementation using a small number of
real vehicles. We deemed it necessary to run these three tests in three dierent
locations so as to understand and demonstrate the major variations that can be
found in vehicular networks (in terms of density, speed, connection time, through-
put, etc). Although these tests cannot prove the correctness of our protocols, they
helped us to understand the dynamics of our dissemination mechanisms in dierent
scenarios and they provide a proof-of-concept that this kind of system is feasible.
Furthermore, we used the experience gained to run large-scale simulations, using
realistic synthetic traces of radically dierent scenarios. These simulations provide
an indication that our protocols can eciently route and disseminate information.
The simulator implementation that we developed emulates the use of the naviga-
tion system and can be further used to evaluate the performance of similar future
protocols.
 Dynamic Mobility Simulator: In collaboration with UCLA, we designed and
implemented a dynamic mobility simulator: an evaluation platform that com-
bines two separate tools i) a network simulator and ii) a mobility simulator.
This platform allows the evaluation of network protocols that can aect the vehi-
cle's mobility decisions. Although similar approaches have recently become avail-
able [Wang 07a, Sommer 08], our approach is specically designed for wireless
ad-hoc networks and provides a very accurate model of mobility and network
modelling. We designed this simulation platform to investigate whether our ad-
hoc applications can help the drivers to avoid problematic areas but it can be
further used to evaluate any kind of network protocol and application that could
inuence mobility decisions.
 Design of a simple road-traffic collection and estimation module:
We designed a simple trac collection application. We measured end-to-end
street delays and we used our dissemination framework to publish the collected
information to other vehicles. We implemented a simple Bayesian estimator to
evaluate the collected information and determine the current trac conditions
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on each street segment. We used Dijkstra's algorithm to select the best possi-
ble route. Although these methods are simple and well-known, it is a rst step
towards interpreting collected trac information through an ad-hoc vehicular
network in order to make individual decisions so as to minimise trip time.
 Evaluation of the impact of dissemination mechanisms on drivers: Fi-
nally, we evaluated what the impact of the disseminated information is. In our
study, we showed that, although the distributed dissemination of information does
not always result in full knowledge and that although the collected information
might have been collected seconds or even minutes before, the majority of the
vehicles will benet from such a system. This work is the rst step towards the
evaluation of the impact of an ad-hoc dissemination system to the vehicular eet.
8.2 Future work
There are multiple possible research opportunities that can spark o from the work and
tools presented in this thesis. In this section we outline some of the most promising
research directions.
First of all, we would like to investigate possible data aggregation techniques. Cur-
rently, each piece of information is individually disseminated. This may not cause
additional overhead in scenarios where infrastructure is deployed, but it is clearly not
ecient when only V2V communication is available. In the push-based case, we would
like to aggregate notications that are disseminated in the same areas so as to assign
them at the same homeZones. Furthermore, aggregation techniques like those presented
in [Caliskan 06] can be used to further optimise performance: we would like to allow
vehicles to receive summarised information about distant areas (e.g., general trac
conditions in the city that they will drive through in 5 miles) and more detailed (ne-
grained) information as they get closer. This will require a content-based aggregation
mechanism that will correlate multiple notications as they spread away from the POI.
Similarly, notications of the same type for adjacent POIs can be combined (e.g., we
don't need to provide trac information for each block of London's Oxford street if the
whole road has the same trac congestion levels). Similarly, in the pull-based approach
we would like to use a multi-request, multi-reply model which allows aggregation of
replies and content caching. In this model we would allow content that is pulled from
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the same general location to be aggregated and disseminated as one notication that
can be split further during the routing process.
Furthermore, we would also like to automatically push content that is requested
(pulled) by a large number of vehicles. Indeed, information that might have been
considered as non-popular (e.g., free parking spots in a super market) may be eventually
pulled by many vehicles in an area (e.g., near a highway ramp leading to the super
market). We would like to use trend-prediction techniques to identify information that
is becoming popular and automatically cache (push) this information to these areas.
Currently, our protocol uses simple ways of selecting the homeZones (the key areas
where the information is cached for persistence). Although our two-way dissemina-
tion process does not cause any dissemination overhead when there are no subscribers,
maintaining replicas in infrastructure-less scenarios does. We would like to enhance
the homeZone allocation to take advantage of areas where there is a high probability
of meeting subscribers. This will avoid creating replicas that simply do not notify any
vehicle. One solution (presented in [Leontiadis 07c]) would be to automatically delete
replicas if no subscribers are met after a time period, but we would like to provide more
ecient solutions where the map database, together with historical information, can be
used to evaluate how eective a replica will be.
Finally, as we discussed earlier, this thesis did not look into security and privacy
concerns. This is an important issue and, as future work, we are planning to include in
our framework security, trust and privacy mechanisms in order to make sure that the
disseminated information is trustworthy and that the driver's privacy is ensured.
The central inference that emerges from this study can be condensed into the
fact that it is possible to disseminate information in vehicular networks by exploiting
valuable tools such as the navigation system and that this information is indeed useful
to the drivers. Furthermore, vehicular networks are slowly becoming a reality and we
believe that they will play an important role in our future lives as they can provide a
number of useful applications: increase road safety, maximise road capacity, disseminate
warnings, automatic manage trac, etc. Moreover, navigation systems are becoming
more and more popular and are constantly enriched with new features and information.
We believe that this work is the rst direction in merging these two technologies.
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